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This Annual Bulletin No. 53 covers the activities of the NMWA during fiscal 2018, from 1 April 2018 to 31 
March 2019. 
The following exhibitions were held in fiscal 2018. After the Velázquez and the Celebration of Painting: 
The Golden Age in the Museo del Prado exhibition which began at the end of the preceding fiscal year, the 
Michelangelo and the Ideal Body was held. Michelangelo was primarily active in Rome, a city rich in ancient 
sculpture, and this exhibition traced his process of studying Ancient Greece and Ancient Roman art as he 
perfected his image of the male human body. Then came the Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque exhibition. 
Rubens is renowned as one of the great masters of 17th century Flanders. Rubens traveled to Italy in 1600, 
and spent eight important years during his 20s there. In Italy he learned about the artworks of Michelangelo, 
Caravaggio active slightly prior to this time, along with Annibale Carracci and others. He then added an all 
the more splendid and adorned religious space to the Baroque art they had created. Interestingly these two 
exhibitions, along with the small in-house exhibition titled Views of Rome – Transition in Images and Media 
all indicate the centrifugal force of the city of Rome in the art realm.
In early 2019, at the end of fiscal 2018, the Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism exhibition was held as the 
first of the NMWA events to honor the 60th anniversary of the Museum’s founding. The Main Building had 
previously been registered on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 2016, and thus it has been widely known 
that the Main Building was designed by Le Corbusier. However, what was less known was the fact that he 
was also active as a painter as a young man, a time when he developed the Purism painting movement with 
his friend Ozenfant. That painting activity was closely linked to the Cubism of that time and played a major 
role in his architectural development. It was extremely meaningful that this exhibition of his paintings could 
be displayed in the building he had designed.
The Prints and Drawings Gallery was host to small-scale exhibitions, continuing from the previous fiscal 
year the Galerie Maeght and 20th Century Painters – Featuring Derrière le miroir exhibition, the Examining 
Western Prints – Engraving: Intricate Realms Conjured by the Burin. This exhibition introduced the printing 
process and techniques of engraving, a printing method widely used in the West, and was accompanied by 
close observation and hands on printing programs co-organized by the Prints and Drawings Department and the 
Education Department. The Views of Rome exhibition mentioned above focused on the set of prints by Piranesi 
of that title, and included displays of later photographs of famous Roman sites depicting the same sites. At the 
end of the fiscal year, the Hayashi Tadamasa: The Paris Art Dealer Who Promoted Japonisme exhibition was 
held. This exhibition presented works and materials in the collection of Hayashi’s descendants, introducing 
his activity as a Japanese art dealer in Paris in the second half of the 19th century. This also provided an 
opportunity to display the letters addressed to Hayashi by various people related to the art world, which had 
been placed on deposit at the NMWA by the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties.
In terms of new acquisitions, thanks to a special budget allocation for acquisitions, we were able to acquire 
Judith with the Head of Holofernes by the 16th century painter Lucas Cranach the Elder. With NMWA 
acquisition funds we acquired The Virgin Mary on a Path by the 19th century Nabi School painter Ker-Xavier 
Roussel, The Assumption of the Virgin by the Spanish 17th century painter Pedro de Orrente, and The Oak Tree 
by the modern German painter Lovis Corinth. In addition, we were able to purchase numerous high-quality 
prints and, as a rarity in the collection, an early example of Japonisme in the form of an enamel decorative 
art work, A Gold and Cloisonné Enameled Locket by Alexis and Lucien Falize. The NMWA was also blessed 
with donations in the form of Frank Brangwyn’s oil painting Shade and drawing Venice, along with eight 
illuminated manuscript leaves.
As one of the NMWA activities celebrating the 60th anniversary, we published the two-volume catalogue 
raisonné of the Matsukata Collection providing an overview of the entire, more than 3,000 Western artworks 
collected by Kōjirō Matsukata. This publication also formed the basis of the exhibition held in the following 
fiscal year, and is a fundamental art historical research tool as a catalogue raisonné of one of Japan’s rare 
private collection of Western art.
In addition to continuing previously held programs, the Education Department worked with the Prints 
and Drawings Department on the previously mentioned programs on Western prints as a new experiment. In 
tandem with the Le Corbusier exhibition, the Department also added the former Director’s Office, not normally 
on public view, to the course of their regularly held Architectural Tours. Competition was fierce to procure 
tickets for this popular program. This year marked the end of the period of the 2nd group of volunteers who 
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began duty in 2008. Over the course of their ten years of service they presented high quality talks, tours and 
other programs, which contributed greatly to the NMWA educational programs. The slide talks and lectures 
held in conjunction with special exhibitions were extremely popular, attracting large audiences, with many 
exceeding the capacity of the Lecture Hall, which meant that unfortunately audience limits had to be imposed.
In tandem with the special exhibition, the Research Library acquired books related to Le Corbusier and 
Purism, which were also used in the exhibition display. The Research Library also contracted access to the 
German language online international artist database Artists of the World Online/Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon 
Online, which includes information on more than 1 million artists. This service will provide important 
information to Research Library users. Utilizing the NMWA’s long experience with collection databases, 
the National Art Museum member institutions have worked for several years to extend that database to all 
National Art Museum member institution collections. The resulting collection artwork search system including 
historical information became operational in November 2018.
This year’s biggest project for the Conservation Department was the conservation work on Claude Monet’s 
Water Lilies, Reflections of Weeping Willows. This painting was damaged during World War II while it remained 
in France, and was in extremely bad condition by the time it was received at the NMWA. The Conservation 
Department spent a year working on the massive project of readying this severely damaged painting and others 
for display in the Matsukata Collection exhibition held in the following fiscal year. Similarly, the Department 
worked on the 144 recently donated illuminated manuscript leaves, making two-thirds of them ready for 
display by placing them in mats and other processes. The Conservation Science Department obtained chipped-
off paint fragments from the Water Lilies, Reflections of Weeping Willows during the conservation process, and 
used cross-section techniques to conduct analyses of the materials used by Monet. The Department also used 
reflective infrared photography to discover the underdrawing of paintings in the collection, and experimented 
with gathering reflective light data on paintings when numerous LED lights are shone on their surfaces.
Compared with the previous fiscal year, this year saw a slight decrease in both visitor numbers and income, 
but somehow, we were able to remain in the black as each of the Museum’s departments fully accomplished 
their projects for the year.
March 2020
 Akiko Mabuchi







Lucas Cranach the Elder [Kronach, 1472–Weimar, 1553]





来歴／ Provenance: (Presumably) George I, Prince of Waldeck and Pyrmont 
(1747–1813), Arolsen Castle, Bad Arolsen, Hesse Germany; by whom given 
to his daughter; Princess Ida Caroline of Waldeck and Pyrmont (1796–1869), 
according to an inscription, verso, and her husband George William, Prince of 
Schaumburg-Lippe (1784–1860), Bückeburg, Niedersachsen, Lower Saxony, 
presumably on the occasion of their wedding, 23 June 1816; and by descent 
to their son; Adolf I, Prince Schaumburg-Lippe (1817–1893), m. Princess 
Hermine of Waldeck and Pyrmont; and by descent to their son; Georg, Prince of 
Schaumburg-Lippe (1846–1911), m. Princess Marie Anne of Saxe-Altenburg; 
and by descent to their son; Adolf II, Prince of Schaumburg-Lippe (1883–1936); 
Rosenbaum, Frankfurt-am-Main, acquired from the above in 1929; Dr. Wilfried 
Greif (1883–1937), New York, by 1932; Galerie Nathan, Zürich, inv. no. 956 
(according to a label, verso); private collection, Germany, acquired from the above 
in the 1960s; and by descent; purchased by NMWA, 3 August 2018.
文献／ Literature: Max J. Friedländer / Jakob Rosenberg, Die Gamälde von Lucas 
Cranach, Berlin: Deutscher Verein für Kunstwissenschaft, 1932, S. 66, Nr. 192; 
Peter Nathan / Fritz Nathan, Dr. Fritz Nathan und Dr. Peter Nathan, 1922–1972, 
Zürich: 1972, Nr. 4; Max J. Friedländer / Jakob Rosenberg, The Paintings of 
Lucas Cranach, rev. ed., translated by Heinz Norden and Ronald Taylor, London: 













































































This painting (FR233) is thought to date from ca. 1530, the most 
successful production period of the major German Renaissance painter 
Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472–1553) and his studio. A small work, 
measuring only 37.2×25 cm, this painting is a compact distillation of 
Cranach’s painterly arts. Indeed, it is also one of the few panel paintings 
from the first half of the 16th century that bears a provenance that traces 
back to the 17th century and is in good condition. Furthermore, Judith is 
one of Cranach’s signature subjects.
From 1505 onwards, Cranach served as the court painter to three 
generations of Electors of Saxony in the newly prosperous and cultural 
city of Wittenberg within the Holy Roman Empire, which was also the 
starting point of Martin Luther’s Reformation. In addition to work for the 
court, Cranach also managed his own students and sons in a workshop run 
on systematic production methods, and is thus at the very least one of the 
pioneering artists who realized mass production in the history of Northern 
European painting. He used a seal on his own works and those of his 
studio that functioned as a type of trademark, featuring the family crest, a 
winged serpent holding a ruby ring. He received this from Frederick III, 
Elector of Saxony, who invited him to his court in Wittenberg. This seal 
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helped give a “brand name” to his painting style. 
The memorable works produced by the workshop of Cranach the 
painter-businessman, other than the portraits of his close friend Martin 
Luther and others, were paintings depicting bewitching heroines from 
mythology and the Bible. Judith, Venus, Lucretia, along with Adam and 
Eve, can be considered the core themes of the various works created by 
Cranach’s studio. To meet the high demand for such works, his studio 
created numerous works that repeatedly changed and rearranged the main 
elements of these almost trademark themes. Today more than ten images 
of Judith alone are attributed to Lucas Cranach the Elder’s own hand. This 
work is one of the small examples from these works and probably was 
handed down from the 17th century onwards in the hands of the Waldeck 
family of Germany. In the 19th century it entered the Schaumburg-Lippe 
family and was later in the hands of a private collection. The work is 
included in the 1932 catalogue raisonné by Max J. Friedlander and 
Jacob Rosenberg. The size of the support for this painting suggests that 
it was one of the panels created after such panels were standardized to 
increase production efficiency between ca. 1520 and ca. 1535. Dr. Gunnar 
Heydenreich considers it to be one of the format B size panels used in the 
studio.
The composition shows the figure of Judith in a shallow interior space 
with dark background, a composition familiar from Cranach’s work of 
this period. The trick of showing a glimpse of a distant landscape through 
an open door was often used not only in images of Judith, but also those 
of Lucretia and others. This depended on the form of secular portraits that 
were brought to Germany from the Netherlands, and then transformed into 
a stage-setting like environment for the display of literary or historical 
figures. Or, the idea of presenting Judith in this kind of portrait-like format 
may also indicate the influence of Venetian paintings, such as a work of the 
same subject dated to ca. 1525 by Vincenzo Catena (Pinacoteca Querini 
Stampalia, Venice).
Cranach repeatedly depicted the Old Testament Book of Judith heroine 
Judith, and it has long been thought, and continues to be so today, that 
this subject was related to the Lutheran political movement. Thus said, 
however, Cranach was a court painter to John Frederick I, Elector of 
Saxony, who formed the Schmalkaldic League alliance with the Hessen 
ruler Philip I in 1531, thus creating a Protestant political alliance in the 
face of the greater Catholic forces centered on Charles V, Holy Roman 
Emperor. The story goes, when Assyrian troops invaded Judith’s village of 
Bethulia, the Jewess Judith beguiled the enemy general Holofernes with 
her beauty, and decapitated him as he lay drunk. We can thus surmise that 
she encourages the Lutheran troops as a symbol of heroic moral virtue 
saving her country without sacrificing herself. This type of female image 
by Cranach cannot only be considered in terms of Christian symbolism 
and the political context of his day. The other women of Cranach’s most 
productive period, whether Eve, Salome, Omphale, Diana, Delia or Lot’s 
daughters, all come from either the Bible or heretical mythology, and each 
beguiles a man through their innate physical or sexual potentiality, thus 
standing out as women who reject male or paternal authority. The image of 
Judith, who beguiles and then kills Holofernes, is also none other than one 
iconographic model of such female power. In fact, the short haircut seen 
on Judith in this painting is unusual among Cranach’s depictions of the 
subject. This work and another image of a woman that is almost her twin 
can be seen in the nude goddess who appears in several of the Cranach 
studio images of the Judgement of Paris from this period (FR253, 254, 
255). Judith stands as the absolute personification of such standardized 
images of the strong women in Cranach’s arts who are trapped within the 










Ker-Xavier Roussel  
[Lorry-lès-Metz, 1867–L’Étang-la-Ville, Yvelines, 1944]




Stamped initials lower right: kxr
P.2018–0002
来歴／ Provenance: Jacques Roussel, artist’s grandson; his sale, Enghien, 13 April 
1986, no. 25; private collection, France, acquired at the above sale.
展覧会歴 ／ Exhibitions: K-X Roussel, Paris, Galerie Maratier, 1944, no. 160; K-X 
Roussel, London, Gallery Wildenstein, 1964, no. 1 (ill.); K-X Roussel, Bremen, 
Kunsthalle Bremen, 1965, no. 9 (ill.); Vuillard-Roussel, München, Haus der 
Kunst, 1968, no. 199 (ill.); Vuillard-Roussel, Paris, Orangerie des Tuileries, 
1968, no. 206 (ill.); French Symbolist Painters, London; Liverpool, Arts Council 
of Great Britain, Hayward Gallery; Walker Art Gallery, 1972, no. 305 (ill.); El 
Simbolismo en la Pintura Francesa, Madrid, Barcelona, Museo Español de Arte 
Contemporáneo, 1972, no. 243 (ill.); 「ゴーギャンとナビ派の仲間たち」東京、新
潟、大阪、山口、1990–91年 , no. XIII–2, p. 94 (ill.); Die NABIS, Propheten der 
Moderne, Zürich, Kunsthaus, 1993, no. 85 (ill.); NABIS 1988–1900, Paris, 
Galeries nationales du Grand Palais et Musée d’Orsay, 1993–94, no. 85 (ill.); 
Ker-Xavier Roussel, le Nabi bucolique, Musée de Pont-Aven, 2011, no. 22, p. 9 
(detail), p. 75 (ill.).
文献 ／ Literature: Jeanne Stump, The art of Ker-Xavier Roussel, Ph.D. 
diss., University of Kansas, 1972, fig. 12, pp. 60–61; Sophie Monneret, 
L’Impressionnisme et son époque, Paris, Robert Laffont, 1978; George L. 
Mauner, The Nabis: Their history and their art 1888–1896, New-York, Garland 
Publishing, 1978, p. 228; Gisela Götte, Ker-Xavier Roussel, Untersuchungen 
zu seiner Entwicklung vor allem zum Verhältnis Frühwerk-Spätwerk, Bremen, 
1982, pp. 164–168; Claire Freches-Thory & Antoine Terrasse, Les Nabis, Paris, 
Flammarion, 1990, p. 70 (ill.); Claude Jeancolas, La peinture des Nabis, Paris, 
FVW, 2002, p. 166 (ill.); Mathias Chivot, Ker-Xavier Roussel. Jardin privé, 
jardin rêvé, exh. cat., Paris, Gallimard / Musée des Impressionnismes Giverny, 





















をよく示す1点である。フランス語の原題で「La Vierge au sentier」（あ



























































註） Pierre Georgel, Edouard Vuillard, K.-X. Roussel, exh. cat., München, 
Haus der Kunst; Paris, Orangerie des Tuileries, 1968, p. 287.
fig. ケル＝グザヴィエ・ルーセル《小道の聖母マリア》裏面
 The back of The Virgin Mary on a Path by Ker-Xavier Roussel
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Ker-Xavier Roussel was a Nabi school painter born into an affluent family 
from northeast France. He moved to Paris with his father in 1880, where 
the gatherings of painters, writers and musicians at his family home greatly 
fostered his artistic sensibilities. At the renowned Lycée Condorcet he met 
two of the men who would later become fellow Nabi painters, namely 
Éduard Vuillard and Maurice Denis. He became a close friend of Vuillard, 
married Vuillard’s older sister in 1893, and thus the two painters became 
brothers-in-law. He entered the École des Beaux-Arts in Paris and there 
was taught by Bouguereau and other Academic painters. On the other 
hand, he started attending classes at the Académie Julian private art school 
in 1888. That year Paul Sérusier brought a painting to the school that he 
had created under the encouragement of Paul Gauguin while visiting him 
in Brittany, and it was upon this occasion that Roussel and others formed 
the Nabi school. Roussel shared a studio with Vuillard, Denis and Pierre 
Bonnard for a time, participating in the avant-garde cultural sphere of the 
day by working with them on the literary magazine La Revue blanche 
and cooperating with his friend Lugné-Poe on his drama theater. In his 
later years he produced numerous decorative painting schemes for private 
homes and public buildings such as the Museum Winterthur, Palais de 
Chaillot in Paris and Geneva’s Palais des Nations (present-day UN 
Geneva Offices).
The newly acquired work The Virgin Mary on a Path is an extremely 
rare example of an oil painting from Roussel’s early years, one that ably 
reveals his painting experiments as he started out on his career. The 
original French title is La Vierge au sentier (or La Vierge au chemin), 
and in line with that title, this distinctive composition positions a woman 
in the foreground with her back turned on the viewer, a narrow path 
snaking up the side of a hill in the background. Her face remains mere 
suggestion, while her body is shown without any sense of mass or weight. 
Her thin arm extends from her robe that flows to the ground, giving her 
a sanctified feel reminiscent of female saints in medieval art. This can 
also be called a typical example of the female images loved by the fin-
de-siècle Symbolists. Generally, Roussel’s oil paintings, like Fisherman 
(ca. 1890–91, private collection), representative of his Nabi period, are 
characterized by their abstracted, geometric forms rather than subjects 
based in the real world. Here, however, he produced an unusual work with 
a strong mystical bent.
The motifs and their forms in this painting at first glance clearly reveal 
considerable reference to Maurice Denis’ works, but on the other hand, 
we can also glimpse Roussel’s own distinctive formal vocabulary. The 
slim woman and S-shaped curve of the rising path line are motifs often 
found in Denis’ works of the same period. In fact, upon this work’s 
display in the 1968 two-man show of Vuillard and Roussel’s works Pierre 
Georgel suggested that it can be considered a satirization of Denis’ artistic 
theories. (Édouard Vuillard, K.-X. Roussel, exh. cat., Munich, Haus der 
Kunst; Paris, Orangerie des Tuileries, 1968, p. 287.) And yet, while Denis 
tended to compose the figures of his human subjects and the elements of 
his landscapes in wavy curved lines that covered the entire composition, 
here Roussel stabilizes his composition with the geometric form of the 
robe, creating a stable composition that emphasized vertical elements. In 
other words, we might liken them to the crude figural expression and firm 
compositions of the wall paintings of his revered Puvis de Chavannes, or 
further, Trecento fresco paintings. This characteristic comes to the fore in 
his major Nabi period works mentioned above.
There is another reason this work can be seen as proof of his experiments 
with form. The back surface of this Denis style imagery is a contrasting 
landscape in the style of Gauguin and the Pont-Aven school (fig.). The 
back-surface image is made up of the pairing of color planes largely drawn 
in relatively vivid green and brown. A brownish red object, possibly a 
jar or basket, is placed on a white cloth on a grassy plain that extends 
in the foreground. The background shows reddish brown cliff-like areas, 
reminiscent of the Brittany cliffs scenes often depicted by the Pont-Aven 
school. The stylistic difference between the images on the front and back 
of this canvas can be compared to the double-surface image by Roussel, 
Bretons (oil on canvas, date and collection unknown, 55.1×45.9 cm). That 
painting’s back surface shows a lightly colored image of a woman and 
path essentially the same as those seen here, while the front surface shows 
two women depicted in Gauguin’s cloisonnisme style with rather sinuous 
lines and flat colored surfaces in brownish and greenish tones. The front 
surface includes a “P. Gauguin” signature in the lower right that was likely 
written by Roussel, clearly a sign of his inspiration from Gauguin who 
was briefly the Nabis’ teacher. The back surface of The Virgin Mary on 
a Path is also highly likely to have been painted with a strong awareness 
of Gauguin. It goes without saying that at the beginning of the 1890s 
Gauguin was influential among painters, and Denis given his art theory 
articles such as “Définition de néo-traditionnisme” in Art and Critique 
(1890). It is fascinating that this work speaks of Roussel referring to Denis 
and Gauguin in his works prior to the establishment of his own style, even 
if his reference might be satirical as posited by Georgel in 1968. In the end 
Roussel was not dependent on either of their styles, and from the latter 
half of the 1890s onwards, tended towards the reinterpretation of idealized 
landscapes made up of mythological motifs set in pastoral nature. Thus, 
he established a more realistic, individualistic painting style that was also 
characterized by a vivid palette and roughly pointillist style brushwork.
In recent years the NMWA has acquired works by such Nabi artists as 
Vuillard, Paul Ranson and Sérusier to supplement the Denis and Bonnard 
works in the Matsukata Collection. This newly acquired early period 
work by Roussel will help complete the Nabi corner in the Permanent 
Collection Galleries, and is an extremely rare example of Roussel’s 
paintings resident in Japan. Thus, this work will hopefully bring further 
variety to the NMWA modern French art collection and will contribute to 







Pedro de Orrente [Murcia, 1580–Valencia, 1645]





来歴／ Provenance: Family of Marqués de Auñón since the 19th century; D. 
Enrique Valera y Ramírez de Saavedra, Marqués de Auñón (1899–1947); by 
direct inheritance to his son, D. Luis Enrique Valera y Muguiro; from whom 
purchased by Galería Coll y Cortés, Madrid, 2018.
文献 ／ Literature: Benedicto Nieto, La Asunción de la Virgen en el Arte, Madrid 
1950, p. 151, pl. 242; Diego Angulo Iñiguez, Pintura del siglo XVII, Ars 
Hispaniae, vol. XV, Madrid 1971, p. 68; Diego Angulo Iñiguez, & Pérez Sánchez, 
Alfonso E., Pintura toledana. Primera mitad del siglo XVIII, Historia de la Pintura 
Española, Madrid: Instituto Diego Velázquez, 1972, pp. 235–236, 244, 328–329, 


























































い情感に満ちた作品の1枚」と評している（Angulo & Pérez Sánchez, 
fig. エル・グレコ《聖母被昇天》1577–79年、シカゴ美術館
 El Greco, Assumption of the Virgin, 1577–79, Art Institute of Chicago, 
























Pedro de Orrente was a Spanish painter active in the first half of the 17th 
century. Born in Murcia, Spain, Orrente studied painting in Italy. After 
moving to Toledo in 1600 he spent 1602–1605 in Venice where he studied 
with Leandro Bassano. After returning to Spain by 1607, he was active in 
Murcia, Toledo and Valencia. Under influence from the Bassano family 
he created numerous works depicting Old Testament scenes, complete 
with animals in landscape settings. Historically he has been known as 
the Spanish Bassano. At the same time, he is known to have brought the 
new anti-Mannerist movement then fomenting in Italy—and thus calling 
for paintings that employed the vivid, Venetian palette, the painterly 
style with lively brushwork and impasto, and the lifelike figures based 
directly on actual models—to early 17th century Spain, where he was 
as important as Juan Bautista Maíno for helping establish the so-called 
primer naturalismo.
About the Painting
The tall rectangular composition is divided into upper and lower sections, 
with the lower section showing an empty tomb surrounded by the Twelve 
Apostles, and the upper section with the Virgin Mary being carried to 
heaven by angels. Mary, cloaked in blue, is surrounded by angels playing 
musical instruments amidst clouds, as a dove, symbolizing the Holy 
Spirit, flies above her head. This work depicting the Assumption of the 
Virgin was introduced as by El Greco in 1950 by Nieto, but then Angulo 
re-attributed it to Orrente. This well-known work appears in the only 
catalogue raisonné that includes all of Orrente’s works by Angulo and 
Pérez Sánchez along with other publications.
The composition basically made up of upper and lower sections is 
also reminiscent of Titian’s famous Assumption of the Virgin (1516–18, 
Basilica dei Frari, Venice), and at the same time, its direct inspiration 
can be found in El Greco’s work of the same subject (fig.) painted as 
the main altarpiece of the Iglesia de Santo Domingo el Antiguo, Toledo. 
This work is a striking demonstration of El Greco influence in Orrente’s 
oeuvre, and ably conveys how Orrente both continued El Greco’s legacy, 
while converging with the trend towards early naturalist painting style 
that quickly permeated Spain and elsewhere from the 1610s onwards. For 
example, the musician angels, the gazing straight upward vantage point 
that emphasizes a sense of ascension, and the deep blue sky streaked with 
clouds can all be strongly connected to El Greco.
And yet, the overall coloring of the composition and interest in realistic 
light effects step back from the mystical world of the highly colored works 
of El Greco’s late years and return to our own real world. More so than a 
supernatural power that draws the Virgin up to the heavens, it appears as 
if the angels are all working together to carry her up, giving her a sense 
of physical presence. In this regard, Orrente’s Virgin, like the Virgin in 
Velázquez’s Immaculate Conception (c. 1618–19, National Gallery, 
London), is a holy figure with a typically 17th century sense of actuality. 
And of most note is the depiction of the Apostles around the grave, shown 
with all idealism stripped away, simply muscular ordinary people. This 
rough naturalism is extremely close to the figural depiction used by El 
Greco’s son Jorge Manuel Theotocópuli and Luis Tristán, but in terms of 
finish, Orrente far outstrips those two painters.
This painting is the only example of this subject by Orrente, and given 
its size, it would have not been for the adornment of a church. However, 
according to records, Orrente is known to have painted this subject as a 
part of altarpieces for various churches in Murcia and Toledo (Angulo & 
Pérez Sánchez, pp. 328–329). This work was probably created in some 
connection to those works. Details of his chronology and his time in each 
of the regions of Spain remain only partially known, but traditionally this 
work is thought to have been painted ca. 1620 –25 in Toledo given its 
connections to El Greco. Angulo and Pérez Sánchez consider this work 
to be one of his most passionately vivid and filled with deep emotion 
(Angulo & Pérez Sánchez, p. 244). José Gómez Frechina, an authority on 
Valencian painting, considers this work to be one of Orrente’s important 
paintings, and has stated that it will be included in the catalogue raisonné 
he is currently preparing on the artist.
This work was purchased in 2018 by the Galería Coll y Cortés, Madrid, 
from the descendants of the Spanish family of Marqués de Auñón, and the 
following year, the NMWA purchased the work from the gallery.
Significance for the NMWA Collection
The NMWA collections include Still Life with Basket of Fruit and Game 
Fowl of approximately the same period by the Madrid painter Juan van 
der Hamen y León (c. 1621, P.2014–0002). It is extremely meaningful 
that with the addition of the Orrente work, the NMWA is able to show the 
diverse aspects of naturalism that flourished in the Castilian region. And 
yet, at the same time, the NMWA collection includes a work by Orrente’s 
Italian teacher Leandro Bassano, The Last Judgement (P.1999–0003), and 
a late work by El Greco, Christ on the Cross (P.1974–0001). These works 
enable us to show that Orrente was not simply a local Spanish painter, but 
rather someone who can be positioned within the international context of 
early 17th century painting. This work is thus important for its multiple 
connections to other works in the NMWA Old Masters collection, and 









Lovis Corinth [Tapiau, East Prussia, present-day Gvardeysk, Russia, 
1858– Zandvoort, The Netherlands, 1925]





来歴／ Provenance: Artist; Paul Cassirer, Berlin [acquired from the artist in 1908]; 
Carl Steinbart, Berlin [acquired from the above in 1908]; Paul Cassirer [acquired 
from the above in 1908]; Adolf Rothermundt, Dresden [acquired from the above 
in 1908/09]; Paul Cassirer [acquired from the above in 1910]; Julius Gerson, 
Berlin [acquired from the above in 1921]; Eva D. Marcu (daughter of Julius 
Gerson), New York, by 1958; Allan Frumkin Gallery, New York & Chicago, by 
1961; Galerie St. Etienne, New York; private collection, Switzerland [acquired 
from the above in 1988].
展覧会歴 ／ Exhibitions: Lebenswerk von Lovis Corinth, Secession, Berlin, January 
– February 1913, no. 102; Lovis Corinth: Gedächtnisausstellung zur Feier des 
hundersten Geburtsjahres, Stadthalle, Wolfsburg, May – June 1958; Lovis Corinth 
1858–1925, Kunsthalle, Basel, September – October 1958, no. 43; Lovis Corinth. 
A Retrospective Exhibition in the Gallery of Modern Art, Gallery of Modern Art, 
New York, September – November 1964, no. 24 (illustrated on p. 40); Three Pre-
Expressionists: Lovis Corinth, Käthe Kollwitz, Paula Modersohn-Becker, Galerie 
St. Etienne, January – March 1988, no. 7; Lovis Corinth, Kunstforum der Bank 
Austria, Wien, September – November 1992, no. 25 (illustrated) [also at Forum 
des Landesmuseums, Hannover, December 1992 – February 1993]; El Greco bis 
Mondrian, Aargauer Kunsthaus, Aarau, January – March 1996 [also at Von der 
Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal, April – June 1996; Staatliche Kunstsammlungen, 
Gemäldegalerie Neue Meister, Dresden, July – September 1996; Kunstforum der 
Bank Austria, Wien, Septemnber – November 1996, and Fondation de l’Hermitage, 
Lausanne, January – April 1997], p. 180 (illustrated on p. 181); Die Natur der 
Kunst. Begegnungen mit der Natur vom 19. Jahrhundert bis in die Gegenwart, 
Kunstmuseum, Winterthur, October 2010 – February 2011, no. 45, p. 265 
(illustrated on p. 6).
文献 ／ Literature: （上記展覧会の図録を除く / With the exception of the 
catalogues of the exhibitions listed above） Georg Bierbaum, Lovis Corinth, 
Künstlermonographien 107, Bielefeld und Leipzig: Verlag von Velhagen & 
Klasing, 1913, p. 82, Abb. 88 (Titled „Deutsche Eiche“); Charlotte Berend-
Corinth, Die Gemälde von Lovis Corinth, Werkverzeichnis, München: Bruckmann 
Verlag, 1958, no. 335 (illustrated on p. 457); Charlotte Bernd-Corinth, 
Lovis Corinth: Die Gemälde, Neu bearbeitet von Béatrice Hernad, München: 



















































































 Caspar David Friedrich, Village Landscape in Morning 
Light, 1822, Alte Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin
fig. 2 ギュスターヴ・クールベ《フラジェの樫の木》1864 年、
クールベ美術館、パリ
 Gustave Courbet, The Oak at Flagey, 1864, Musée 
Courbet, Paris
fig. 3 ヤーコプ・ファン・ロイスダール《樫の森の道 》 
1682年、国立西洋美術館
 Jacob van Ruysdael, A Road through an Oak Wood, 

















Lovis Corinth, along with Max Liebermann and Max Slevogt, was a major 
German Impressionist. After studying at the Königsberg academy in what 
is today Kaliningrad, in 1880 he moved to Munich for study and then 
spent a year in the military. In 1884 he moved to Paris where he studied 
under Bouguereau and Robert-Fleury at the Académie Julian. His works 
were accepted by the Salon exhibitions in 1885 and 1887 and he then 
returned to Germany, setting up his household in Berlin and interacting 
with progressive artists such as Max Klinger and Walter Leistikow. After 
his father’s death his inheritance provided financial independence. In 
1891 he moved to Munich, and in 1892 he participated in the formation 
of the Munich Secession. However, when his work Salome was rejected 
by the Munich Secessionist exhibition in 1900, he moved back to Berlin 
in 1901, and joined the Berlin Secession, which had formed in 1898. 
Through the exhibitions of the Berlin Secession and Cassirer Gallery he 
broke new ground in paintings that approached those of French modern 
painting. During that same period he also taught at the Malschule für 
Weiber (Painting School for Women) and the Studienatelier für Malerei 
und Plastik (Atelier for the Study of Painting and Sculpture), Berlin. 
In 1911 he suffered a stroke, was left partially paralyzed and painted 
less. Then in 1913 the Cassirer Gallery held a large Corinth exhibition 
(228 works exhibited) at the Berlin Secession. In 1914 Liebermann and 
Cassirer quit the Secession and formed a new Free Secession group, while 
Corinth remained in the Berlin Secession and was elected chairman. He 
continued in that role until 1925. A slight improvement in his health led 
to a renewed interest in painting, but he was troubled by depression for 
the rest of his life. In 1919 he moved to Walchensee in the Bavarian Alps 
where the surrounding landscape became his main theme. In 1925 he 
caught pneumonia while en route to Amsterdam and died in Zandvoort 
where he had stopped for treatment.
Corinth’s works vary widely, from portraits and mythological 
subjects based on his academic training, to decorative images of women, 
impressionistic landscapes, and those employing dramatic, expressionistic 
brushwork and palette. And yet, he used colors that evoked the inner being 
and gave a sense of presence to his subjects through firmly expressed, 
monumental compositions. He is frequently called one of the pioneers of 
Expressionism, with ca. 1907 as a turning point, and then post 1911 after 
his stroke brought on health issues, and thanks to both his all the rougher, 
more layered brushwork and his lifelong production of introspective self-
portraits. Corinth is an extremely important artist in the consideration of 
the development of painting in Germany in the latter half the 19th century 
and into the beginning of the 20th century, a time that saw rapid shifts 
in styles against the background of the influence of then contemporary 
French painting, proceeding from Academism to Realism, then on to 
Impressionism and Expressionism.
As indicated by its title, the newly acquired work The Oak Tree is an 
unusual work, with a single large oak tree filling the entire composition. 
The trunk and branches rise forcefully from the bottom of the composition, 
filling the entire canvas with dense foliage. The fallen brown oak leaves 
contrast with the grass on the ground painted solely in shades of green. A 
cloudy sky peeps through between the abundant leaves with the red brown 
roofs of a houses seen in the lower distance.
Many of Corinth’s major works, such as Salome (1900, Museum der 
Bildenden Künste, Leipzig), are mythological subjects, and he is also 
known for his portraits, including numerous self-portraits such as Self-
Portrait with Skeleton (1896, Lenbachhaus Munich). These subjects 
have led to a tendency to consider him primarily a figure painter. And 
yet, he also painted landscapes, such as scenes from the Tiergarten area 
near his house in Berlin and local scenes from his travels, while also at 
times painting still life images of flowers and other objects. In his later 
years, from his move to Walchensee near Munich in 1919 until his 
death, he also created about 60 works focusing on series depicting that 
landscape. These landscapes and still lifes, compared to his portraits, 
were rarely painted as commissions and are thought to simply express 
the painter’s own emotions. Thus said however, this is the sole example 
of a depiction of a single tree. Corinth’s wife, Charlotte Berend-Corinth 
was also a painter and this work is included in her catalogue raisonné 
of her husband’s work. That entry includes the comment, “Painted at 
Timmendorfer Strand (outskirts of Lübeck). Corinth loved oaks over all 
other trees. He said to me in the past, ‘I would sometime like to paint 
a single oak tree in full detail. That would help me properly understand 
them down to their very interior’.” Oaks are common in Germany’s forest-
rich lands and particularly regarded for their evocation of steadiness and 
strength. Today the oak is the national tree of Germany. This painting of 
an oak tree conjures images of the Village Landscape in Morning Light 
(1822, fig. 1) by the German Romantic painter Caspar David Friedrich. 
And yet, this work, with its powerful sense of life force more so than the 
lofty nobility of an oak tree, clearly reveals Corinth’s interest in French 
painting, such as Courbet’s The Oak at Flagey (1864, fig. 2) and Monet’s 
Forest of Fontainebleau (1865, Kunstmuseum Winterthur). Further we 
can note the similarity to Cézanne in this painting’s flat, structural layering 
of leaves and trunk, and can even see premonitions of the all-over painting 
style in which motifs completely fill in the space.
This work may not seem to be particularly Corinth-like in style. 
And yet, it is extremely important in a consideration of how Corinth’s 
landscape depictions changed after his stroke in 1911. The NMWA 
collections include Jacob van Ruysdael’s A Road through an Oak Wood 
(1682, fig. 3), and rather than in chronological displays, we can imagine 
that this work will be suited to other thematic displays.
Cassirer purchased this painting directly from Corinth in 1908, the 
year after its completion. Then the painting passed through the hands 
of Cassirer and some collectors, before entering the collection of the 
industrialist Julius Gerson in 1921. The painting then moved to America 
during World War II when Gerson went into exile, and in 1958 the painting 
was in the hands of Gerson’s daughter Eva D. Marcu who lived in New 
York. The painting later passed through the hands of several galleries and 















Lucas Cranach the Elder [1472–
1553]






















Pedro de Orrente [1580–1645]


































Christian Heinrich Weng [1710–
1771]
Anamorphosis: Pan Lures Luna into 
Arcadia
c. 1753












Attraction II (Tiltrekning II / 
Anziehung II)
Etching, drypoint, and (aquatint)
215×315 mm (image); 265×332 mm 


















Joaquim Sunyer i de Miró [1874–
1956]
Boats on Saint Martin Canal
c. 1903
Etching











Cornelis Cort [c. 1533–1578], after 
Jan van der Straet, called Stradanus 
[1523–1605]




















Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn 
[1606–1669]
A Girl with a Basket
c. 1642
Etching
























1790] and Jacques-Philippe Le Bas 
[1707–1783], after Claude-Joseph 
Vernet [1714–1789]













Juan Bernabé Palomino [1692–
1777], after Antonio González Ruiz 
[1711–1788]
















297×215 mm (plate); 428×303 mm（paper）









Francisco de Goya [1746–1828]




370×310 mm (plate); 600×430 (paper)











Entrance to the Adelphi Wharf, from 
Various Subjects//Drawn from life//
and on Stone by J. Gericault
1821
Lithograph











A French Farrier, from Various 
Subjects//Drawn from life//and on 
Stone by J. Gericault
1821
Lithograph



















La place Pigalle en 1878
Etching, aquatint and drypoint








La falaise. Baie de Saint-Malo
1889
Etching, aquatint and drypoint









Mortuary Game (Partie funèbre)
1885
Etching










Les Trente-six Vues de la Tour Eiffel
1888–1902, published in 1902
Color lithograph
Signed by the artist: Henri Rivière; 
inscription: A Monsieur Tadamasa 
Hayashi/ très amicalement/ Henri Rivière
233×292 mm (book size)























Suite de Huit lithograpies en coleurs 
de Sunyer pour Les Soliloques du 
Pauvre de Jehan Rictus
1897
Color lithograph
Each 320×225 mm (paper)
































Pere Romeu and the Quatre Gats
c. 1897









Costume Designs for “Madame 
Butterfly” (26 drawings)
1906




















Master of the Montepulciano 
Gradual
Leaf from a Latin Antiphonary: Virgin 
Saint Being Crowned at Moment of 
Martyrdom in an Initial V
c. 1325–35











Attributed to Don Simone 
Camaldolese [active 1378–1405]
Leaf from a Latin Choir Psalter: 
God Blessing and Kind David 
Playing the Psaltery in an Initial B
c. 1380









Leaf from a Latin Antiphonary: The 
Ascension of Christ in an Initial V
c. 1450









Antonio di Niccolò di Lorenzo 
[1445–1527]
Leaf from a Latin Choir Psalter: The 
Fool Feasting in an Initial D
ｃ.1480–1500









Masters of the Zwolle Bible
Leaf from the Zwolle Bible: Scenes 
from the Life of David in Three 
Initials D
1474










Lower Rhineland or Westfalen
Leaf from a Latin Antiphonary: 
Resurrection of Christ in an initial A
c. 1400–25









Leaf Probably from a Missal: 
Coronation of the Virgin
1504










Leaf from Latin Decretum Gratiani: 
A Pilgrim Appealing to a Bishop
c. 1320












Alexis Falize [1811–1898] /  
Lucien Falize [1839–1897] (enamels 
by Antoine Tard [active 1867–1889])
A Gold and Cloisonné Enameled 
Locket
c. 1875–80






















































Michelangelo and the Ideal Body
会期：2018年6月19日－9月24日
主催：国立西洋美術館／ NHK ／ NHK プロモーション／読売新聞社
入場者数：196,746人
Duration: 19 June – 24 September 2018
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / NHK / NHK Promotions Inc. / The Yomiuri Shimbun































While superb works remain by Michelangelo in sculpture, painting 
and architecture, he considered himself foremost a sculptor. While 
Michelangelo-related exhibitions have been occasionally held in Japan, 
there had yet to be an exhibition that focused on his core medium of 
sculpture. This lack of sculpture exhibitions is based on the fact that there 
are few of his marble works extant and thus it is extremely hard to borrow 
them for exhibitions. We were able to overcome this high hurdle in the 
case of this exhibition which included two works by this genius sculptor.
This exhibition was organized around the theme of the ideal expression 
of the male body, a subject pursued by artists in Ancient Greece, Ancient 
Rome and the Renaissance alike. Renaissance art took ancient Greek and 
Roman art as its basis. The many examples of those early sculptures that 
Renaissance artists were able to see in Florence and Rome exerted the 
greatest influence on them. The ancient Greeks had spent ages in search 
of the ideal expression of the human form, with sculpted images of the 
male nude playing the most important role in this search. In other words, 
they sought standards of beauty through the expression of the male 
body. Then in the Renaissance, studying ancient art meant learning the 
ideal expression of the male form, and thus the arts of these two periods 
were closely linked through this subject. There was great meaning in the 
focusing on the male form.
This exhibition centered on two marble sculptures by Michelangelo 
amongst a selection of approximately 70 ancient and Renaissance 
works. The majority of these works depicted the male nude. The works 
were not arranged chronologically but rather in comparative thematic 
groupings. The first half of the exhibition focused on changes in the 
imagery depending on the age of the subject, whether infant, youth or 
adult. The Athletes and Warriors, and Gods and Heroes sections showed 
how these dominant ancient themes were continued in the Renaissance. 
The second half of the exhibition focused on the ideal male form in both 
antiquity and the Renaissance. The Ancient section displayed the Athlete 
Amelung (Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Firenze), a work in the style 
of the Classic period masterpiece Doryphoros, as an exemplary image of 
the ancient standard of beauty. This standard then greatly influenced the 
Renaissance artists, as seen in our display of marble sculptures and small 
bronzes by various artists, including Giovanni Angelo Montorsoli and the 
workshop of Jacopo Sansovino.
The two works by Michelangelo in this exhibition, the Young Saint 
John the Baptist and David-Apollo, have many stylistic differences. The 
Saint John the Baptist was created when Michelangelo was around 20 
years old and was based on the contrapposto pose core to ancient figural 
sculpture. This work thus revealed Michelangelo faithfully learning from 
ancient sculpture. The David-Apollo, on the other hand, is a work from 
his mature years which depicts the figure in a complex, twisting pose. 
This shows Michelangelo combining the ancient ideal Doryphoros 
style with that of later periods, and hence speaks of the broadening of 
Michelangelo’s experience of ancient sculpture. Thus, this exhibition’s 
structure combining ancient and Renaissance works clearly revealed the 
stylistic changes in Michelangelo’s work.
We also worked hard on the exhibition design in order to make the most 
of this rare opportunity to view two Michelangelo sculptures. We erected 
an S-curve of walls in the large gallery with high ceilings, and installed the 
Young Saint John the Baptist and David-Apollo in different curved spaces 
created by this wall. There were two advantages to this display method. 
First, the circular form of the display area allowed the visitor to visually 
focus on the work, and second, visitors standing in the opening placed in 
the middle of the S-curve could look at both works from the same position.
Further, in the case of the Saint John the Baptist image, we experimented 
with a different approach than the exhibition theme of the male nude. This 
work was in Úbeda, Spain, and bears the scars of a fraught past in the form 
of some damage from the time of the Spanish Civil War. Restoration plans 
for the work were finally made in the 1990s and by 2013 cutting edge 
techniques brought it back to its former glory. In this exhibition we focused 
on the tragic history of this sculpture and also presented panels explaining 
its epoque-making conservation work. An article by a scholar involved in 
that restoration process was included in the exhibition catalogue, detailing 
the conservation work involved. (Takashi Iizuka)
[Catalogue]
Edited by: Ludovica 
Sebregondi, Takashi Iizuka
Produced by: Imex Fine Art, 
Inc.
Transport and handling: 
Yamato Grobal Logistics Japan 
Co., Ltd.


















































Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque
会期：2018年10月16日－2019年1月20日
主催：国立西洋美術館 ／ TBS ／朝日新聞社
入場者数：331,302人
Duration: 16 October 2018 – 20 January 2019
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / TBS / The Asahi Shimbun
Number of Visitors: 331,302
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Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640) was born in Germany, and educated in 
Antwerp where he operated a large painting studio. Considered one of 
the major northern European Baroque painters, he served as the court 
painter to Albert VII, Archduke of Austria, and his wife Infanta Isabella, 
rulers of the Spanish Netherlands. And yet it is little known in Japan that 
after establishing himself as an independent painter, he spent the years 
1600 to 1608 in Italy. There he fervently absorbed the expressive styles of 
ancient and Renaissance artworks that he encountered in Venice, Mantua 
and Rome. He then developed his own painting style upon his return to 
Antwerp. For the refined and educated Rubens, Italy was an artistic ideal, 
and at the same time it was a place where he could approach the idealized 
ancient world. He did not have a second chance to visit Italy, but letters 
from more than 20 years later reveal his keen interest in returning.
This exhibition introduced Rubens as an Italian painter. More than 40 
of his oils and drawings (some attributed to his studio) were displayed 
alongside Italian oil paintings and sculpture, for a total display of 70 
works and one reference work. This made the exhibition the largest 
Rubens exhibition to be held in Japan. The displayed works were lent by 
collections in Europe, America and Australia, supplemented by those in 
the NMWA collection. Through the comparison of Rubens’ works and 
those of antiquity, the Renaissance and the generation post-Rubens, this 
provided an understanding of what Rubens learned from Italy and what he 
gave to the arts of that land.
The basis for this exhibition was one held at the Palazzo Reale in 
Milan in 2016. The NMWA exhibition was co-curated by Anna Lo 
Bianco, curator of the Milan exhibition. Continuing the concept of the 
Milan exhibition, Shinsuke Watanabe of the NMWA reorganized the 
exhibition to suit Japanese audiences. Many of the works displayed in the 
Milan exhibition were replaced and the section structure reorganized. The 
NMWA exhibition was divided into seven sections, namely: Traditions 
of the Past; Saints as Heroes: Sacred Painting and the Baroque; Rubens’ 
Personal World; A Furious Brush; Power of Myth 1: Hercules and the 
Male Nude; Power of Myth 2: Venus and the Female Nude; and, Allegory 
and Allegorical Narration.
This exhibition presented Rubens’ work from a relatively young age 
through his final years, and through its large number of works provided 
a good opportunity to understand the arts of this painter greatly revered 
in Japan. The Lamentation (Galleria Borghese, Rome), the Martyrdom of 
St. Andrew (Fundación Carlos de Amberes, Madrid), the Fall of Phaëton 
(National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC) and the Discovery of the Infant 
Erichthonius (Princely Collections, Liechtenstein), were all particularly 
popular.
Rubens’ drawings, such as his copy of Laocoön and His Sons in the 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan, reveal how he studied in Italy. Lining up 
his works alongside the examples of ancient sculpture and Renaissance 
paintings which inspired him and works by the next generation of artists, 
such as Domenico Fetti, Gian Lorenzo Bernini and Luca Giordano, 
provided a sense of how Rubens absorbed Italian art, and how Rubens’ 
own works influenced Italian painters. This exhibition provided Japanese 
audiences with a new view of two highlights of Western art, namely 
Rubens and Italian Baroque art. The catalogue consists of object entries 
and seven scholarly articles. (Shinsuke Watanabe)
[Catalogue]
Edited by: Anna Lo Bianco, Shinsuke Watanabe
Produced by: Cogito Inc.
Transport and handling: Nittsu










































































Duration: February 19 – May 19, 2019
Organizers: The National Museum of Western Art / Fondation Le Corbusier / The Tokyo Shimbun / NHK
Attendance: 189,464
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The NMWA Main Building designed by the great modern architect Le 
Corbusier was completed in March 1959. This is one of the few museums 
in the world built on Le Corbusier’s unique concept of the “Museum of 
Unlimited Growth” and is considered a particularly complete example 
of this concept. The importance of this building was confirmed when it 
was registered as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in July 2016 as one 
of the 17 sites in seven countries named by the States Parties as “the 
Architectural Work of Le Corbusier, an Outstanding Contribution to the 
Modern Movement”.
This exhibition was held to commemorate the NMWA’s 60th anniversary 
and the 100th anniversary of Purism, the artistic movement that brought 
Le Corbusier to fame. While exhibitions about Le Corbusier are frequently 
held in Japan, this exhibition focused specifically on Purism during the 
period from 1917 when he moved to Paris from his small hometown in 
Switzerland to the completion of the Villa Savoye in 1931, which stands 
as a compendium of Purism architecture. By that period Le Corbusier’s 
career was already far-ranging, from his work with the painter Amédée 
Ozenfant to edit and publish the magazine L’Esprit Nouveau (1920–1925), 
to painting, the development of theoretical structures for new architecture 
and their practice, urban planning and furniture design. By examining 
the ten plus years which spanned the founding and ending of the Purism 
movement and his emergence as a major modern architect, this exhibition 
aimed at considering the fundamental issues of his approach, including the 
concepts of modernity and universality, geometry and nature.
The core of the exhibition focused on Le Corbusier’s paintings and 
drawings, from his important early Purism period work La Cheminée 
(1918) to his Léa (1931) in his own personal post-Purism style. Le 
Corbusier began to paint oil paintings in line with Ozenfant’s painting 
theories and under his direction, but then almost immediately began to 
develop his own individuality, including such concepts as compositions 
made up of combinations of geometric volumes and layered spaces made 
from layering translucent planes. After breaking off his connection with 
Ozenfant, Le Corbusier stopped publicly displaying his paintings around 
1925. At that point his style changed greatly as he began to pursue the 
harmony between man and nature through the use of organic forms in his 
works. This exhibition clarifies these changes in Le Corbusier’s paintings 
through their display alongside those of Ozenfant from the same period.
This exhibition also featured a display of works by those Cubist artists 
who greatly influenced Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, such as Picasso, 
Georges Braque, Fernand Léger, Juan Gris, Jacques Lipchitz and Henri 
Laurens. In Le Corbusier’s Purism period writings, such as Vers une 
architecture (1923), he repeatedly noted that Cubist painting arrived at 
modern forms prior to architecture. Positioning himself in the art world of 
Paris immediately after World War I, he was able to directly experience the 
Cubist artists and their works, a process that provided the most important 
suggestions for his establishment of modern architectural principles.
The spatial concepts and themes that Le Corbusier discovered 
through the production of his own paintings and his interactions with 
Cubist paintings were then reflected a bit later in his own work as an 
architect. The exhibition introduced his main Purist period architectural 
projects through a display of related materials, such as the photographs 
published in architectural magazines of the period, plans, videos, models 
and photographic panels. These materials provided an understanding of 
the connections between his two realms, painting and architecture. The 
exhibition also made the most use possible of Le Corbusier’s NMWA Main 
Building itself, through an arrangement of artworks that set up dialogues 
between Purist and Cubist paintings and sculpture and the various 
elements of the Main Building architecture. This arrangement aimed at 
creating a display space that would allow visitors to fully experience the 
“modern spirit” endlessly heralded by Le Corbusier. (Hiroya Murakami)
[Catalogue]
Edited by: Hiroya Murakami
Produced by: Imex Fine Art, Inc.
Transport and handling: Yamato Global Logistics Japan Co., Ltd.
Exhibition design: Tokyo Studio Co., Ltd.
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—Engraving: Intricate Realms Conjured by the Burin
会期：2018年6月19日－9月24日
主催：国立西洋美術館
Duration: 19 June – 24 September 2018
Organizer: The National Museum of Western Art
The NMWA’s Prints Study Room is arranged to provide space for 
scholarly research, a place where researchers can examine prints, 
drawings and books. Works on paper are normally displayed behind 
acrylic panels, but the Study Room is a place where works can be closely 
examined in an unframed, unglazed state. In order to make such close 
examination more accessible, in other words to spread the opportunity for 
such viewing while ensuring an artwork’s safety, the Prints and Drawing 
Department and the Education Department worked in cooperation with 
the Conservation Department to produce a display and program series that 
utilized the essence of this close examination experience.
The display featured a selection of engravings dating from the 15th to 
the 17th centuries from the NMWA collection. Section 1 presented prints 
on the theme of “destiny” as a means of illustrating the various expressions 
that engraving can produce. Section 2 focused on the engraving technique, 
showing the distinctive quality evoked by engraving’s use of gatherings of 
line. In addition to these artworks, the display also featured contemporary 
engraving tools and materials explaining the engraving process. There 
was also a corner where visitors could use magnifying lenses and a digital 
microscope to closely examine works printed for this exhibition. Related 
programs featured close observation opportunities in the Section 2 space 
and hands-on print production in the Education Department’s workshop 
room. For details on that program see the Report on Education Programs.
 (Atsuko Sakai)
Planning: Atsuko Sakai, Asuka Nakada, Yoko Terashima, Megumi Jingaoka, 
Naomi Hemuki
In cooperation with: National Printing Bureau, Masami Sakamoto (Paper 
conservator), Department of Printmaking, Tama Art University, Printmaking 
Laboratory, Tokyo University of the Arts





























Jan Saenredam, after Hendrik 
Goltzius












Jan Saenredam, after Hendrik 
Goltzius
<Seven Planetary Gods>: Mars 











Giorgio Ghisi, after Giovanni 
Battista Bertani




















Jan Saenredam, afer Abraham 
Bloemaert










Jan Saenredam, afer Abraham 
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Child with Three Skulls
Engraving on paper









<The Power of Death >:  
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Philips Galle, after Pieter Bruegel 
the Elder












Pieter van der Heyden, after Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder











Pieter van der Heyden, after Pieter 
Bruegel the Elder












Willem van Swanenburgh, after 
Maerten van Heemskerck
<Allegory of the Misuse of Worldly 
Property>: Death with an Arrow 
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Copy of <The Engraved  
Passion>: (3) Betrayal by Albrecht 
Dürer
1981–83
Copper plate, engraving on paper
Printmaking Laboratory, Tokyo 
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Duration: 16 October 2018 – 20 January 2019
Organizer: The National Museum of Western Art
In collaboration with: Tokyo Photographic Art Museum
The city of Rome, with its layered history accumulated since antiquity, 
has fascinated people both in the past and today. And yet, the spread of 
accurate visual representations of Rome only began in the 17th century 
during the peace that followed the chaos of the Thirty Years War, and 
as private travel increased. At the time Rome was seen as the cradle of 
European civilization and learning. The cultured elite of the day and their 
attendants set out on the so called Grand Tour of Europe and thereby gained 
worldly knowledge and experience that they sought to bring back to their 
homelands. In response to that need, beginning around 1747, Giovanni 
Battista Piranesi, a Venetian-born architect and printmaker, spent the 
rest of his life creating a print series called the Views of Rome. This print 
series includes his dramatic depictions of ancient Roman ruins and later 
memorable buildings, while on the other hand providing vignettes of the 
people and customs of his own period. Thus these prints provide a striking 
unification of the ideal and the real in their views of Rome. The spread 
of these prints and their great impact can be seen in the fact that when 
photography was newly developing as a reproduction medium in the 19th 
century, Piranesi’s prints were used as reference for both the site choice 
and compositional arrangement of those photographs.
This exhibition took Piranesi’s Views of Rome as its basis as it considered 
how reproductive media changed from the 17th century to the present. 
How did images of Rome change in the process, how were some elements 
continued. To convey these points 17 examples of oil paintings, prints and 
decorative artworks from the NMWA collection were supplemented by 18 
photographs from the Tokyo Photographic Art Museum, arranged in four 
sections: Piranesi’s Views of Rome; Rome as Landscape; Travel and Rome; 
and Rome as Images. To enhance visitor understanding, explanatory text 
panels were displayed in each section and a list of the exhibits with brief 











A Roman View of the Ruins of the 
Temple of Venus and Rome with 











Le Antichità di Roma
1569




















The Arch of Constantine
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1771










Façade of the Basilica of St. John 
Lateran
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1775











Basilica of St John Lateran, Rome
From “The Romantic Era”
1846
Calotype










Temple of Hercules Victor  
(formerly identified as a temple of 
Vesta or of Cybele)
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1753–54











“Temple of Vesta,” Rome
From “Excursions Daguerriennes”
1841
Etching and other techniques on paper 
from daguerreotype









“Temple of Vesta,” Rome
1851
Salted paper print










From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1748?–49?










Imaginary View of Rome with 
Equestrian Statue of Marcus  













From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1774











Equestrian Statue of Marcus 
Aurelius, Piazza del Campidoglio, 
Rome
From “The Romantic Era”
1846
Calotype










From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1761









The Colosseum, Bird’s-Eye View
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1776










The Colosseum, Rome, Second 
View
From “The Romantic Era”
1846
Calotype











From “Impression of Europe”
1954
Gelatin silver print











From “The Land of the New Testament”
1977–79
Silver dye bleach print









St. Peter’s Basilica, Square and 
Colonnades, Bird’s-Eye View
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1775










Gold Ring with a Micromosaic of 
St. Peter’s Square in Rome
c. 1830
Micro mosaic, gold










Gold Bracelet Composed of Six 














Distant View of St. Peter’s Basilica 
from the Pincian Hill
c. 1860
Albumen print




















































From “Impression of Europe”
1954
Gelatin silver print











From “The Romantic Era”
1846
Calotype









Ponte e Castel Sant’Angelo
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1750–51










From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1755–56









The Pantheon, Exterior View
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1761









The Pantheon, Interior View
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1768






































From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1773
























The Roman Forum, or Campo 
Vaccino, with the Colosseum in the 
Distance
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1772









The Tomb of Caecilia Metella
From “Views of Rome (Veduta di 
Roma)”
1763










































Tokyo Photographic Art Museum
Access No. 10113775
























Hayashi Tadamasa: The Paris Art Dealer Who Promoted Japonisme
会期：2019年2月19日－5月19日
主催：国立西洋美術館
Duration: 19 February – 19 May 2019
Organizer: The National Museum of Western Art
Tadamasa Hayashi (1853–1906) was the first Japanese art dealer for 
Japanese art in the West. Hayashi studied French in Japan and then traveled 
to France as an interpreter for the 1878 Paris Exposition Universelle, or 
World’s Fair. Hayashi decided to stay in Paris after the World’s Fair and 
eventually started an art dealership, where he soon became renowned as a 
rare Japanese art dealer with specialized knowledge. The paintings, crafts 
and ukiyo-e prints that he imported to France straight from Japan were 
enthusiastically received by Western artists and Japanese art aficionados, 
becoming one of the major motive forces behind the Japonisme boom.
Alongside his work to show Japanese art and crafts by participating 
in various world expositions and his own Paris shop, Hayashi was also 
fully aware of the cultural role that a museum could play in Japan. This 
led him to gradually assemble a collection of Western art with the aim of 
building a museum in Japan. However, these plans were not realized when 
he died in 1906, a year after his return to Japan, and his collection came 
to be scattered through numerous auctions held before and after his death.
This exhibition sought to provide an opportunity to reconsider 
Hayashi’s contributions to Japanese-European cultural exchange through 
the medium of art and presented about 140 examples of art, decorative arts 
and historical materials covering Hayashi’s lifelong activities, primarily 
drawn from the collection of Ms. Yasuko Kigi, a novelist and wife of 







Mask of Hayashi Tadamasa








Portraits of Three Persons (left: 
Hayashi Tadamasa)
Unknown, chalk on paper
Private Collection
I. 修業時代―西洋との出会い／Young 

















Hayashi Tadamasa with Classmates 
























Prospectus of Kaisei Gakko

















Notebook on Descriptive Geometry















Diary of December 1877









Travel Journal of Journey to Europe



















Les chefs-d’œuvre d’art à l’Exposition 
universelle 1878 [Masterpieces of Art 
from 1878 Exposition Universelle]
1878, bound book of two volumes








Exposition universelle de 1878 : les 
beaux-arts et les arts décoratifs, I L’art 
moderne [1878 Exposition Universelle :  
Arts and Crafts, I. Modern Art]
1879, bound book








Exposition universelle de 1878 : les 
beaux-arts et les arts décoratifs, II L’art 
ancien [1878 Exposition Universelle: 
Arts and Crafts, II. Ancient Art]
1879, bound book





Exhibitor’s Pass for 1878 Paris  
Exposition Universelle






















Commemorative Medal for Services 
Rendered (1878 Paris Exposition 
Universelle)









Travel Journal in Normandy
1882, Indian ink on paper / 2 notebooks
Private Collection
II. 画商として―万国博覧会の時代／
Hayashi as Japanese Art Promoter 







L’art japonais [Japanese Art]





























Livre d’or de l’exposition [Exposition 
Visitors’ Guidebook]
1889, bound books (2 volumes)





L’Exposition de Paris (1889)  
[Exposition of Paris (1889)]
1889, two bound books of 80 magazines






Boussod, Valadon & Cie.
Poster “The Eiffel Tour”






Commemorative Medal of the 1889 
Paris Exposition Universelle












The Magic City: A Massive Portfolio 
of Original Photographic Views of the 
Great World’s Fair and Its Treasures 
of Art, Including a Vivid Presentation 
of the Famous Midway Plaisance
1894, bound book
























Business card of Hayashi Tadamasa, 
General Commissioner of the  
Exposition Universelle






Invitation to Banquet (1900 Paris 
Exposition Universelle)








Paris World’s Fair: Memorandum on 
Exhibits (manuscript)









Japan at the 1900 Exposition Universelle 









La commission impériale du Japon à 
l’Exposition universelle de Paris (ed.)
Histoire de l’art du japon [History of 
Japanese Art]
1900, bound book







Tokyo Imperial Household Museum (ed.)









Japanese Pavilion of Ancient Art, 










Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
May 9, 1900, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 









Guided Letter of the Exhibition Twelve 


















Les douze faucons en bronze [Twelve 
Bronze Falcons]
1893, print on paper / portfolio
Private Collection
■1894年、リヨン国際植民地博覧会／ 






Pass for 1894 International and  
Colonial Exposition in Lyon








Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
September 26, 1894, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 
National Museum of Western Art)
■1898年、トリノ・イタリア勧業博覧会／ 








Hayashi Tadamasa and Hiraga Yoshimi
Observation Report on Italian  
Industries and “Turin” Exposition
1899, print on paper / booklet
Private Collection
■ 1900年、パリ万国博覧会／





L’Exposition de Paris [The Exposition 
of Paris]
1900, bound books (3 volumes)




















Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
December 2, 1900, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 
National Museum of Western Art)
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メダル：1900年パリ万国博覧会、日
本事務局長 M. T. 林
明治33年　メダル：鉛；ケース：革・ビロード
個人蔵
Medal: “1900 Paris Exposition 
Universelle, Mr. T. Hayashi, General 
Commissioner of Japan”






Commemorative Medal of 1900 Paris 
Exposition Universelle






Badge of the Legion of Honor
1900, brass, enamel, satin
Private Collection
III. 華麗なる交流―ジャポニスムの拡が 








Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
July 22, 1885, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







The Pictorial Arts of Japan: With a Brief 
Historical Sketch of the Associated Arts, 
and Some Remarks upon the Pictorial 
Art of the Chinese and Koreans
1886, bound books (2 volumes)







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
June 1, 1896, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Japanese Pottery : With Notes  
Describing the Thoughts and Subjects 
Employed in Its Decoration and  
Illustrations from Examples in the 
Bowes Collection
1890, bound book





Paris illustré, Le japon [Illustrated 
Paris, Japan]








Le Japon artistique : documents 
d’art et d’industrie / Artistic Japan: 
Monthly Illustrated Journal of Arts 
and Industries
1888–90, bound books (3 volumes)







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
April 4, 1901, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Portrait of S. Bing









Collection Ph. Burty : objets d’art  
japonais et chinois [Collection Ph. Burty: 
Japanese and Chinese Objets d’Art]
1891, bound book








Souvenir of the Sale of the Collection 
of the Late Philippe Burty
March 25, 1891, pencil on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
October 3, 1884, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
June 23, 1890, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
April 2, 1896, ink on name card
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 















Collection des Goncourt : arts de 
l’Extrême-Orient [The Edmond de 
Goncourt Collection: Art of the Far 
East]
1897, bound book







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
July 8, 1893, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
October 24, 1894, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 






Portrait of Hayashi Tadamasa (on 









Souvenirs d’un vieil amateur d’art de 
l’Extrême-Orient [Recollections of 
an Old Admirer of the Art of the Far 
East]
1930, bound book







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
April 7, 1892, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
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Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
March 30, 1892, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 

















Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
April 7, 1896, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 

















Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
November 27, 1903, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 








Catalogue d’une collection de dessins 
et eaux-fortes par Paul Renouard 
[Catalogue of a Collection of Drawings 
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Invitation to a One-man Exhibition
May 28, 1903 (arr.), etching on cardboard
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 








Invitation to Exhibition by Félicien Rops
July 15, 1896
Etching on cardboard
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 








Unknown, etching on cardboard
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 








Unknown, etching on cardboard
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
June 14, 1904, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 
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Cemetery (The Last Lover)








Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
March 6, 1905, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Postcard to Hayashi Tadamasa








Les Trente-six vues de la Tour Eiffel 
[Thirty-six Views of the Eiffel Tower]










Festival on the Seine, July 14 (from 
Thirty-six Views of the Eiffel Tower)
1888–1902, lithograph on paper








From the Quai de Passy (from  
Thirty-six Views of the Eiffel Tower)
1888–1902, lithograph on paper








From the Rue des Abbesses (from 
Thirty-six Views of the Eiffel Tower)
1888–1902, lithograph on paper







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
April 10, 1892, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
May 5, 1892, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
February 13, 1898, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
November 11, 1893, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
December 21, 1903 (arr.), ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
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Ernst Grosse
















Hayashi Tadamasa, His Brothers 
(Hagiwara Masamichi, Nagasaki 









Saionji Kinmochi and Judith Gautier 
(selection and translation); Yamamoto 
Hosui (images)
Poëmes de la libellule [Poems of the 
Dragonfly (Selection of Classical Tanka)]
1884, bound book







Portrait of a Woman (? Countess 
Greffulhe)








Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa







Hayashi Tadamasa, Kuroda Seiki and 







Signatures of Members of Nihon  
Bijutsu Kyokai (Japan Art Association)
1905, ink on paper
Private Collection








Opinion on Conservation of Takaoka 
Copperware








Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
January 13, 1895, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
May 13, 1895, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
September 20, 1897, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
August 12, 1898, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
January 28, 1886, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 
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Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
December 27, 1893, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 







Letter to Hayashi Tadamasa
September 24, 1898, ink on paper
Tokyo National Research Institute for 
Cultural Properties (deposited in the 
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IV. コレクションの行方／Eternal Journey 
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Collection Hayashi : Objets d’art du 
Japon et de la Chine: peintures, livres 
[The Hayashi Collection: Japanese and 








Collection Hayashi : Estampes, 
dessins, livres illustrés du Japon [The 











Collection Hayashi : Objets d’art et 
peintures de la Chine et du Japon, 
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Collection: Chinese and Japanese 
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Nagasaki Shuzo (ed.) / 
Hoshino Suzu (preface)
Catalogue of Western Paintings from 
the Collection of Hayashi Tadamasa
1908, portfolio
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American Art Association, Ernst 
Grosse, Raymond Koechlin, Raphaël 
Collin (eds.)
Illustrated Catalogue of the Important 
Collection of Paintings, Water Colors, 
Pastels, Drawings and Prints, Collected 
by Japanese Connoisseur the Late 
Tadamasa Hayashi of Tokyo, Japan
1913, bound book
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Dance (from Album of Color Prints, 
as Realized by Charles Gillot)
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Letter of Appreciation from Tokyo 
Imperial Household Museum for 
Donation of Works by Paul Renouard
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List of Artworks Collected by Hayashi 
Tadamasa









Duration: 19 June, 2018 – 20 January, 2019
Organizer: The National Museum of Western Art
Venue: The National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo, Permanent Collection 




























































































































This was a tiny exhibition held in a corner of one of the Permanent 
Collection Galleries. WAKO WORKS OF ART greatly contributed to the 
realization of this display. 
Gerhard Richter (b. 1932) is one of the great masters of modern German 
painting, active from the latter half of the 20th century to today. Raised in 
the former East Germany, he rose to global fame after German reunification. 
A painting by Gustave Courbet (1819–1877) hangs in the dining room 
of Richter’s house. That painting was one of the works displayed in the 
memorable 1978-1979 exhibition Courbet und Deutschland in Hamburg 
which was organized by one of the leading Courbet specialists in the 
German language world, Klaus Herding, along with the now deceased 
Werner Hofmann. Then in 1980, Richter acquired the work from an art 
dealer. Unlike other contemporary artists, even as Richter’s wealth grew, 
he had absolutely no interest in becoming an art collector. Thus, it seems 
that this Courbet painting was a rare exception, one that Richter displayed 
in his own living quarters. Was this then symbolic, indeed almost too good 
to be true. We might think such because Richter is often called the “last 
painter.” In other words, while he refutes this cynical moniker coined by 
critics, he has been seen as the artist who draws the curtain on the end of 
the history of modern and later painting. In any event, in the home of the 
artist who has been dubbed the last painter, he displays a work by Courbet 
who might be called the first avant-garde artist, who with his own hands 
began the history of modern painting. Somehow, we must realize that this 
is too good to be a coincidence. And yet, Richter hangs his own painting 
on the wall next to that Courbet landscape or in the neighboring room. 
Almost as if he is showing the beginning and end of modern Western 
painting.
It was the French painter Courbet who broke new ground in modern 
painting history by starting realism in paintings, namely painting that 
he sought to be art vivant, living art. Then there is the German painter 
Richter, since his emergence as the flagbearer of Capitalist Realism in the 
mid-1960s, and then at the cutting edge of contemporary art, his group of 
works came to be seen as the “end of painting,” the “death of painting.” 
The work of these two painters who did not live at the same time and who 
can be viewed as the new and old, can be seen as having no connection, 
or historically as connected as two opposites. Each brought a different 
type of realism to their work. On the one hand Courbet took part in the 
Paris Commune and even proposed dismantling the Vendôme Column. In 
the end, he went into exile in Switzerland in 1873 and stopped painting 
several years later. On the other hand, there is Richter, who was raised in 
the Socialist system of East Germany but then moved to the Capitalist 
system of the West. There his career took off. In that sense, we might 
say that they are polar opposites. This NMWA exhibition titled Richter/
Courbet featured two paintings, coincidentally about the same size and 
closely resembling each other, arranged in mirror-like fashion across from 
each other on the balcony of the Le Corbusier-designed Main Building 
of the NMWA. As if extracting a scene of Richter’s home. On the one 
hand, there is Courbet’s Landscape with a Hunter, a work in the NMWA 
collection that he painted of his hometown of Ornans in 1873 immediately 
before going into exile. On the other hand, Richter’s photo-painting of 
2003, Sils Maria (882–1), an image of the Sils Maria area of Switzerland 
that provoked the portent of Friedrich Nietzsche’s idea of eternal return, or 
eternal recurrence, and which later beguiled numerous writers and artists. 
Then to the side of these two works, Richter’s abstract painting Ravine 
(837–2) (1996) made by the artist running a squeegee across what was 
originally a landscape scene.
Richter who is said to stand at the end of painting history spent 
several decades looking at a picture by Courbet, the beginning of modern 
painting, at breakfast before beginning his day’s painting, and at dinner 
after his day’s work. What did he think when he looked at this work. Even 
after pronouncements were made in the 1980s about the “end of painting” 
and the “death of painting,” museums continue to be places where one 
can encounter paintings anew. This exhibition contrasting Richter and 
Courbet’s paintings was set up in one corner of the galleries where the 
NMWA collection of pre-modern, Old Masters paintings are displayed. 
This experimental display was an attempt to consider the NMWA 
collection works through the gaze of a contemporary painter, and thus 
give viewers an opportunity to reconsider those well-known works from 
a different perspective. Of course, it is a commonplace practice today to 
display contemporary artworks in a space usually filled with Old Masters, 
an anachronistic, unusual display method. This small display was an 
experiment in showing the potential for such unusual exhibitions.
 (Atsushi Shinfuji)
Curation: Atsushi Shinfuji (Curator, The National Museum of Western Art, Tokyo)
Cooperation: WAKO WORKS OF ART Co., Ltd.
Graphic design: Daishiro Mori
Exhibition construction: Tokyo Studio Co., Ltd.
Transport and handling: Yamato Global Logistics Japan Co., Ltd.
Printer: SunM Color Co. Ltd.
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1. Report on Conservation Activities
The Conservation Department conducts conservation work and 
management so that NMWA collection items can be preserved and 
utilized. The Department also continues to collect, organize, prepare 
and manage materials for scientific studies and their assistance along 
with conservation work carried out by external specialists, while also 
organizing information towards the utilization of data related to past 
conservation work. This fiscal year was an extremely busy year, including 
conservation work and related processes conducted on works displayed 
in the Matsukata Collection exhibition held in 2019 to commemorate the 
60th anniversary of the Museum’s founding, and assisting with surveys of 
newly acquired works.
1–1. Preparation of Works for Display in the Matsukata Collection 
exhibition on the 60th Anniversary of the NMWA Opening 
(June 11 – September 23, 2019) and Related Research
We conducted conservation work on Claude Monet’s Water Lilies, 
Reflections of Weeping Willows (P.2017–0004), which France returned to 
the Matsukata family in fiscal 2017 and which was later donated to the 
NMWA. The wooden stretchers and upper half of the painting are missing 
on this heavily damaged work and conservation work was accordingly 
quite difficult. After a year of conservation work, the painting was brought 
up to a state in which it could be displayed.
We continued work on the Reapers (P.2017–0022) by Léon Augustin 
Lhermitte, one work from a large collection of ex-Matsukata collection 
works acquired during the previous fiscal year, and placed it in a new 
frame. We also conducted conservation work on a large number of other 
works in this newly acquired collection, including Louis Gallait’s Art and 
Freedom (P.2017–0016), Laura Knight’s Driver Joe Shears and Corporal 
W. Atkin in the Gymnasium (P.2017–0020), Théophile Alexandre 
Steinlen’s Return (P.2017–0039), Thomas Stothard’s The Golden Age 
(P.2017–0040), Anonymous A Portrait (P.2017–0055), Auguste Rodin’s 
Fugit Amor (S.2017–0003) and Sphinx on a Column ( S.2017–0002). We 
also did a surface cleaning and structural strengthening of Eugène-Louis 
Gillot’s Arrival of the Crown Prince Hirohito at Le Havre (P.1959–0108), 
which had not had conservation work since entering the Museum in 1959 
and thus had not been displayed in recent years. The painting is now in 
a state whereby it can be displayed. These works and others were all 
prepared for display in the 2019 Matsukata Collection exhibition.
The above-noted conservation procedures involved the cooperation of 
staff from the Tokyo National Research Institute for Cultural Properties, 
Tokyo University of the Arts and Horiba, Ltd. Working in tandem with 
these specialists one of the NMWA conservation scientists was able to 
confirm the presence or absence of mold, and study the materials and 
techniques used in the works. We enjoyed an exchange of opinions and 
ideas during this process. We also cooperated with the NHK documentary 
that was following the conservation work on Monet’s Water Lilies, 
Reflections of Weeping Willows and the detailed viewing of the work 
needed for Toppan Printing Co.’s hypothetical reconstruction of Monet’s 
Water Lilies, Reflections of Weeping Willows.
1–2. Conservation Work on Donated Artworks
This fiscal year we continued the work of the last two fiscal years on a 
recently donated collection of 144 illuminated manuscripts in preparation 
for their display and close examination during the latter half of fiscal 2019. 
During this fiscal year we removed the old hinges and mats from 67 of 
the works, 2/3 of the collection, so that they can be closely observed for 
research and displayed. Conservation work on the remaining 1/3 will be 
conducted in the following fiscal year in preparation for their display.
1–3. Work on Newly Acquired Works for Display
The newly acquired work Judith with the Head of Holofernes (P.2018–
0001) by Lucas Cranach the Elder was stabilized in a frame immediately 
after acquisition and swiftly placed on public display. Then, on a day when 
the museum was closed, it was briefly removed from display so that the 
Painting and Sculpture Department, Conservation Science Department 
and external experts could conduct curatorial and optical study of the work 
to contribute to overall research on the work. A survey of the materials and 
methods used in the work will be conducted on a continuing basis.
1–4. Survey and Recording of Frames in Storage Areas (Cont.)
Continuing from last fiscal year, we confirmed and recorded the presence 
and usability of painting frames whose original paintings cannot be 
identified among those stored in the NMWA storage areas. We can 
surmise that these frames were probably separated from their paintings 
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when the French government returned the works after World War II, and 
for whatever reason at some point after the Museum opened, they were 
replaced by other frames and left as is. In the past, curators have conducted 
several exhaustive inventories of these frames, but there remained frames 
whose paintings could not be identified. In this instance we opened the 
boxes of these frames, photographed them (for those paintings and panel 
paintings for which we had no framed pictures, we photographed both 
front and back surfaces in the frames and also photographed the backs of 
the works without their backing boards), measured them and recorded all 
information. They were then repacked in new packing materials. Through 
a matching of data gathered in this process with the existing data on the 
works, the curators and our staff continue to match frames with artworks. 
Through this cooperative process we will be able to confirm the state of 
all the frames whose original paintings cannot be identified via digital 
data, and this will assist in the organization of the storage areas. This data 
was also used in the recently published first volume of the Matsukata 
Collection catalogue, and thus we were able to contribute to the NMWA 
publications on the collection.
1–5. Research on a Recently Acquired Sculpture
In order to clarify the provenance, production process and production 
methods of the Sphinx on a Column (S.2017–0002), one of the large 
group of ex-Matsukata collection works recently acquired, we worked 
with the curators on the production methods aspect of their scholarly 
investigation of the work. We did visual inspections and survey records 
of similar works in the Musée Rodin (France), Musée des Beaux Arts de 
Lyon (France), and Tate Britain (UK, which were on loan to the Ipswich 
Museum during our study), and exchanged information and views with 
the curators and conservators at those museums. One staff member 
participated in the “Celebrating Reproductions: Past, Present and Future” 
conference (January 17–19, 2019) held at the Victoria and Albert Museum 
after its large-scale conservation project on their cast court. This provided 
an opportunity to gather information and opinions on the technical and 
historical background of reproduction techniques, and an exchange of 
information regarding conservation work with specialists from other 
British and European museums. In the future we hope to further deepen 
our cooperative study with specialists from both Japan and overseas.
1–6. Cooperation with Educational Activities
We worked with the Education Department on their special tactile 
experience of sculpture workshop for School for the Blind students. 
General NMWA policy prohibits visitors from touching artworks on 
display for the protection of the art works. We advise all visitors to the 
Museum to adhere to this policy. And yet, given the difficulties for blind 
visitors to enjoy artworks, the Education Department held a special tactile 
art appreciation session for blind students. We helped them to choose 
works that were relatively durable and hence would be safe for visitors 
to touch, and bronze sculptures whose themes were relatively easy to 
understand, and then conducted special procedures on the works before 
and after the workshop. In the future we hope to be able to respond to a 
variety of art appreciation methods to the greatest degree possible taking 
into consideration the safety and condition of the artworks involved.
1–7. Other Projects
The Conservation Department and Conservation Science Department 
cooperated with the shooting of everyday work at the NMWA as a case 
study for one segment of the production of the Open University of Japan’s 
program “Preservation theory of museum objects” and “Introduction of 
museums”. We conducted several tours of the Conservation Department 
and Conservation Science Department by external specialists (TT 
Trading Co. Ltd.), and training institutions (Faculty of Art and Regional 
Design, Saga University; Cultural Properties Conservation Department, 
Tohoku University of Art and Design; and participants in the 9th Cultural 
Properties Conservation Technicians Lectures), and explained the role of 
conservation and conservation sciences at the NMWA, while enjoying an 
exchange of opinions and information with participants.
Continuing on from the previous year, we have held repeated information 
exchange sessions regarding conservation methods and materials with 
an associate professor from the Department of Conservation, Graduate 
School of Art, Tokyo University of the Arts, and a 3D objects conservator 
from the Conservation Department of the Tokyo National Museum. These 
exchanges have increased the efficiency of the work carried out by these 
various institutions.
In addition to their work on the safe conservation and utilization of 
collection works, the Conservation Science Department also continued 
to conduct scientific research on the materials and production methods 
used in collection works, particularly paintings. See Conservation Science 
Department report.
(The Japanese version of this report includes a list of the specific 
conservation procedures carried out on collection artworks.)
 (Naomi Hemuki)
1–8. 修復処置一覧  


























































































































































































































































































































































































































～ 0009, D.2017–0011 ～ 0012, D.2017–0021
～ 022, D.2017–0039 ～ 0041, D.2017–0047, 
D.2017–0056, D.2017–0070 ～ 0071, D.2017–
0088 ～ 0089, D.2017–0092
G.2017–0083, G.2017–0087 ～ 0088, G.2017–
0090, G.2017–0096 ～ 0097, G.2017–0099
～ 0100, G.2017–0103 ～ 0107, G.2017–0109, 
G.2017–0113, G.2017–0115, G.2017–0117, 










L.2015–0002, L.2015–0005–01 ～ 08, 
L.2015–0012, L.2015–0019, L.2015–0021–a～b, 
L.2015–0022 ～ 0023, L.2015–0025, L.2015–
0030 ～ 0032, L.2015–0039, L.2015–0043 ～
0045, L.2015–0049, L.2015–0051 ～ 0054, 
L.2015–0058, L.2015–0060, L.2015–0064 ～
0065, L.2015–0080 ～ 0083, L.2015–0085 ～
0088, L.2015–0092, L.2015–0097, L.2015–0108, 
L.2015–0114～0115, L.2015–0120, L.2015–0136, 
L.2015–0146, L.2015–0157, L.2015–0160 ～
0161, L.2015–0163, L.2015–0165, L.2015–0200, 











の走査型電子顕微鏡（SEM-EDX: Scanning Electron Microscope-
Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy）を用いて観察し、層の重なり
の調査や顔料の同定を行なった。また、展色剤の分析も行なった。
さらに、絵具が剥落していない箇所についても可搬型蛍光 X 線分析
























































painting process. X-radiography was also taken of Monet’s Water Lilies, 
Reflections of Weeping Willows and the above-mentioned Cranach 
painting. Takashima also visited the Getty Conservation Institute (GCI) 
in Los Angeles in March 2018 where she studied the analysis of binding 
media using gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS). 
2–2. Experiments for the Evaluation of Lighting Equipment 
We cooperated with Toshiba Materials Co., Ltd. and Kyushu University’s 
Faculty of Design on their joint study, “Evaluating Various Lightings for 
Museums by Color Diversity” by conducting the following experiments. 
First, we illuminated different types of white LED light on two paintings 
hanging on the walls of the NMWA galleries, and used a 2D color analyzer 
to capture their reflectivity spectrum. We then used the spectrum data to 
evaluate the color entropy and the color diversity of the paintings. This 
study aims to provide quantitative expressions for the difference of an 
artwork’s appearance by lighting sources, and it seems to be a useful 
means of considering the lighting environment used in the NMWA.
2–3. Low Oxygen Treatment: Problems and Resolutions 
We carried out low oxygen treatment on an oil painting with the aim of 
killing insects on the painting. This method involves placing the work and 
oxygen absorbers in a gas-impermeable bag, creating a vacuum within the 
bag, lowering the internal oxygen levels to less than 0.1% and leaving the 
bag at normal room temperature for several weeks. Because the relative 
humidity could not be changed, we are taught that this method is quite 
safe for the artworks. However, during the treatment period, we found 
that the relative humidity inside the bag drastically dropped and we 
stopped the treatment at once. After later investigations by the equipment 
manufacturer, it became apparent that the oxygen absorbers used were 
hygroscopic, and thus we repeated treatment with moisture-regulating 
material enclosed in the bag. This experiment reconfirmed the necessity of 
always monitoring the environment surrounding artworks.
2–4. Cooperating on Educational Programming with Other 
Organizations (Conservation Department and Conservation 
Sciences Department)
We conducted students from the Agency for Cultural Affairs’conservation 
training courses on a tour of our painting conservation studio, sculpture 
conservation studio and two science research laboratories. We have 
received a few requests for facilities visits from universities and 
companies. We also cooperated with the Open University of Japan’s 
Conservation of Cultural Properties in Museums program by allowing 
















2. Conservation Science Department Report
2–1. Natural Science Survey of a NMWA Collection Artwork
2–1–1. Survey of a Claude Monet Painting
During conservation work on Claude Monet’s Water Lilies, Reflections 
of Weeping Willows (P.2017-0004, oil on canvas) a study of the materials 
and methods used was conducted on paint fragments that had previously 
detached from the surface. After using an optical microscope to examine the 
front and back surfaces of the paint fragments, we imbedded the fragments 
in polyester resin and took cross sections of the resulting block for 
observation purposes. We used both an optical microscope and SEM-EDX 
(scanning electron microscope-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) to 
examine the cross-sections, which allowed us to examine the paint layers 
and identify the pigments used. We further analyzed the binding medium 
used. We also were able to non-invasively identify the pigments on the 
artwork surface by using a portable X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyzer. 
As a result, we determined that the ground is composed of two layers of 
lead white, and the signature in the lower left of the work was written 
in vermilion. The pigments used included lead white, cadmium orange, 
cobalt violet, viridian and cobalt blue, with a total of about ten paint layers 
applied to the surface. Drying oil was the only binding medium identified 
in both the ground layers and the paint layers, and it was surmised that 
the painting surface remained unvarnished and in its original state. The 
Toppan Printing Co., Ltd. created a hypothetical digital reconstruction of 
this work and the results of our scientific examinations were used as some 
of the reference materials for the reconstruction process.
2–1–2. Other Investigations
With the technical cooperation of Nikon Co., Ltd., we carried out an 
infrared reflectography (IRR) investigation of Scenes from the Life of 
St. James the Greater (P.2017–0048, artist unknown, oil on panel), and 
Lucas Cranach the Elder’s Judith with the Head of Holofernes (P.2018–
0001, oil on panel). This process revealed the underdrawing on both 
works and especially in the case of the former, clarified how the painters 
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The Research Library primarily collects and organizes materials related 
to the history of Western art of the Medieval period to mid 20th century, 
and related disciplines, providing materials for the use of NMWA staff 
members, external curators and academic researchers. In addition to these 
specialized library functions, the Research Library also includes within its 
purview the publication of information on the NMWA’s collections and 
the management of the NMWA’s websites. The following is a report on the 
Research Library’s activities, primarily those outside their normal duties, 
during the past fiscal year.
1. Materials Collection and Provision
Continuing on from the previous fiscal year, the Research Library actively 
collected information and materials related to Western art and provided 
them for viewing in the reading room. In particular, as one element of 
the NMWA’s Le Corbusier exhibition that opened in February 2019, we 
purchased the following important monographs and magazines related to 
Le Corbusier. 
Amédée Ozenfant, ed., L’Elan, Paris, 1915–1916, nos. 1–9; Amédée 
Ozenfant and Charles Édouard Jeanneret, Après le cubism, Paris: 
Éditions des Commentaires, 1918; Le Corbusier-Saugnier, Vers 
une architecture, Paris: Les éditions G. Crès, 1923; Le Corbusier, 
L’art décoratif d’aujourd’hui, Paris: G. Crès et cie, 1925; Amédée 
Ozenfant, and Charles Édouard Jeanneret, La peinture modern, 
Paris: G. Crès et cie, 1925; “Le Corbusier et P. Jeanneret,” extract 
from L’Architecture vivante, Paris: Éditions Albert Morancé, vols. 
1–5, 1928–1932; Le Corbusier, Kommende Baukunst, Stuttgart: 
Deutsche Verlags, 1926; Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, 
London: John Rodker. Kunio Maekawa, trans. Konnichi no sōshoku 
geijutsu, Tokyo: Kōseisha Shobō, 1930 (original title: L’art decoratif 
d’aujourd’hui).
In addition, we signed a new usage contract for the online version 
of the standard German artist dictionary, Allgemeines Künstlerlexikon 
—Internationale Künstlerdatenbank — online / Artists of the World 
Online, (AKL), published by the De Gruyter company for use by library 
patrons. This dictionary, along with two other traditional artist dictionaries 
commonly known as Thieme-Becker, Ulrich Thieme, and Felix Becker, 
Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Künstler von der Antike bis zur 
Gegenwart, Leipzig: Seemann, 1907–1950, 37 volumes, and Hans Vollmer, 
Allgemeines Lexikon der bildenden Künstler des XX. Jahrhunderts. 
Leipzig: Seemann, 1953–1962, (six volumes) are essential reference tools 
for researchers, with more than 1 million artist entries, making them the 
largest in the field of art history. The NMWA Reference Library is one 
of the few sites where researchers can access these dictionaries in Japan.
2. Support for Matsukata Collection Research
The Matsukata Collection catalogue raisonné was compiled as the 
summation of Matsukata Collection research conducted by NMWA staff. 
As part of this catalogue preparation, the Reference Library organized 
the documentation materials related to ex-Kōjirō Matsukata collection 
works in the NMWA collection, along with materials related to previously 
donated works. 
3. Enlargement of the NMWA Collection Database System
The National Art Museum Database Creation and Dissemination Working 
Group was established in 2014 by the National Art Museum head office to 
consider the issues of making collection artwork information (provenance, 
exhibition history, literature) for all member museum artworks available 
for public use. In this regard the NMWA worked from the basis of our 
experience building the collection system by gathering information and 
making it available on the Internet to play a leading role in the planning 
advances within the National Art Museum. As a result, in November 2018, 
historical information was made publicly available in the National Art 
Museum Collection Works Search System.
Through this new system we were able to not only disseminate the 
provenance, exhibition history and literature date of the NMWA collection 
data on the NMWA website, we were also able to provide the same data in 
both Japanese and English on the National Art Museum’s Comprehensive 
Collection Works Search System.
4. Establishment of Wi-Fi Zones Within the NMWA
Up until the previous fiscal year, visitors to the NMWA were able to 
use the NMWA’s free LAN, but starting this year, Wi-Fi access points 
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have been also installed in working areas of the museum, such as storage 
facilities, offices and conference rooms.
5. Multilingual Versions of the NMWA Website
Previously the NMWA website has been available in Japanese and 
English. This year we added a simplified Chinese and Korean version 
website, which provides basic information about the NMWA, information 
on main artworks, and exhibition information.
6. Outreach Activities
6–1. Cooperation with the Japanese Association of Museums
Fiscal 2018 marked the 66th holding of the “National Museums 
Conference“ that has been organized annually by the Japanese Association 
of Museums since 1953. This year the event was held in the Ueno district 
during November 28–30, 2018 on the theme of Museums as Points of 
Connection. The Section 3 meeting was held at the NMWA on the 2nd day 
of the conference and we were in charge of planning for the “Collection 
Information Connecting to the World” session. Through reports on 
examples of organizing and disseminating collection information in 
museums, and on the basis of international movements in these matters, 
we examined the current state of Japan as it searches for ways in which to 
link its cultural information, and the issue of what should be the focus of 
information about individual artworks. The moderator and speakers were 
as follows: Moderator: Akiko Mabuchi (Director, NMWA), Speakers (in 
order of presentation): Masako Kawaguchi (Head Librarian, Research 
Library, NMWA); Toshio Yamanashi (Director, National Museum of 
Art, Osaka); Yuka Uematsu (Head Librarian, Research Library, National 
Museum of Art, Osaka); and Natsuko Tadokoro (Curator, Bridgestone 
Museum of Art).   
6–2. Cooperation with the Library Fair and Forum
The Library Fair and Forum organized by the Organizing Committee is 
the Japanese library industry’s largest tradeshow. The 20th Library Fair 
and Forum was held from October 30 to November 1, 2018 at Pacifico 
Yokohama. We assisted with the planning of the forum session titled “The 
Future of Museums and Special Libraries: Questioning the Function and 
Fate of Museum Libraries,” (organizers: Organizing Committee for the 
Library Fair and Forum and the Japan Special Libraries Association, 
October 31, 2018). During the forum we presented examples of how 
the NMWA Research Library functions as one section supporting the 
Museum’s various activities. (170 participants)
In addition, we helped with the display of a panel in the “Look at This! 
A Special Library You Can Use!” Display Area 1 at the Fair and Forum.
6–3. Cooperation with The Art Library Consortium
We actively participate in the activities of The Art Library Consortium, 
and contributed to the strengthening the international dissemination of 
Japanese art materials by taking responsibility for aspects of the overall 
renovation of the lateral search system on April 2, 2018 and the realization 





Registered Users: New registrants – 50, Renewals – 68
Visitors: 323
Books Loaned: 1,262 unique works (for a total of 544 loans)
Photocopies Made: Onsite usage: 744 items (for a total of 8,196 pages); 
Copies Provided by Mail (distance users): 11 items (for a total of 135 
pages)
Digital Photography: 83 items (for a total of 722 images) 
Acquired Items: 1,052 volumes
[Research Library Visits]
June 29, 2018: Seminar students, Rikkyo University
February 20, 2019: Japan Special Libraries Association (Kanto Division): 
24 participants
[Website Data Usage]
Site Access: 25,941,606 page hits (including hits to the Collection 
Database)
[NMWA Collection Database Usage]
Available Data: 5,707 items of text data, 5,554 items of visual images 








































































































































































































































































































































































































This fiscal year saw the Education Department conduct various programs, 
working in conjunction with both permanent collection displays and 
special exhibitions, to heighten interest in art and art museums among a 
wide range of audiences.
As a new experiment, we conducted Art Viewing and Making Programs 
related to the Examining Western Prints — Engraving: Intricate Realms 
Conjured by the Burin exhibition, which included examining print works 
removed from their frames and hands-on sessions about engraving 
techniques. These programs were aimed at undergraduate and graduate 
students and school teachers. Even after the close of this exhibition, the 
close examination sessions will be held at set times annually.
Every year volunteers conduct Architectural Tours on the second 
and fourth Wednesdays and every Sunday of the month. During the Le 
Corbusier and the Age of Purism exhibition, these included the former 
Director’s Office, which is not normally open to the public. There was 
fierce competition to get spots on these very popular tours.
This fiscal year marked the end of the term for the 2nd group of 
volunteers who have been active since 2008. The 2nd group contributed 
greatly to programs at the NMWA over the course of their ten-year service, 
conducting School Gallery Talks, Family Programs, general audience 
Art Talks and Architectural Tours. The 3rd and 4th group continue, and 
recruitment for a 5th group will be conducted in fiscal 2019.
1–1) Adult Programs Related to the Permanent Collection
■ Art Talks
Art Talks are designed to help adult visitors enjoy our permanent 
collection. The volunteer staff conduct Art Talks twice (am/pm) on every 
Sunday plus the first, third and fifth Saturdays when the museum is open, 
and focus on five to seven artworks on display. 
Total participants: 2,575 (145 talks)
■ Architectural Tours
This program is designed to help adult visitors enjoy the Museum 
buildings. The volunteer staff conducts Architectural Tours on the second 
and the fourth Wednesdays and every Sunday when the museum is open, 
and focus on the Main Building and the Forecourt Garden, which were 
designed by the French architect Le Corbusier. Special Architectural Tours 
allowing visitors to see the former Director’s Office, were held during the 
Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism exhibition.
Total participants: 1,179 (67 tours)
■ Weekday Gallery Talks for Adults
In addition to the above regular programs, group art talks and architectural 
tours arranged on a by-request basis.
Total participants: 40 (2 tours)
■ Christmas at the Museum
“Gallery Talks”
Members of the volunteer staff presented talks on several works in the 
Permanent Collection Galleries.




From carols sung in churches during the Christmas season to popular 
songs, these a cappella concerts featured a range of festive songs.
Saturday 15 and Sunday 16 December, ①11:00–11:40, ②15:00–15:40
Organizer: Eiko Hiramatsu (Professor, Tokyo University of the Arts)
Musicians: Ami Kanaji (soprano), Ai Okada (soprano), Shinya Numata 
(tenor) and Naohito Sekiguchi (baritone)
Total participants: 540
■ Volunteer+Art
A drop-in program utilizing collection works planned and conducted by 
the NMWA volunteer staff.
“Cool and Refreshing, Art Fans! Goldfish and Pandas!”
A round fan-making program for summer vacation using images of the 
NMWA collection paintings.
Saturday 25 and Sunday 26 August, 10:00–16:00
Total participants: 500
“Make and Decorate Christmas! Christmas Trees and Ornaments”
Participants made Christmas ornaments as part of the “Christmas at the 
Museum” program.
Saturday 15 and Sunday 16 December, 10:00–16:00
Total participants: 369
1–2) Adult Programs Related to Special Exhibitions
Lectures, slide talks and gallery talks related to the three special exhibitions 
held during the year.
■ Lectures
All 14:00–15:30, auditorium, free of charge
[Velázquez and the Celebration of Painting: The Golden Age in the 
Museo del Prado]
Saturday 7 April 2018
“Velázquez and the Spanish Landscape”
Yusuke Kawase (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)　*Japanese 
only
Participants: 151
Saturday 14 April 2018
“The Court of the Spanish Hapsburg Family—An Historical Overview”
Kazuo Miyazaki (Associate Professor, University of Tsukuba) *Japanese 
only
Participants: 140
Saturday 12 May 2018
“Spanish Art Theory and the Social Status of Painters in the 17th Century”
Noriko Matsubara (Professor, Sophia University) *Japanese only
Participants: 149
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[Michelangelo and the Ideal Body]
Tuesday 19 June 2018
“Michelangelo: A Man and Artist in Renaissance Florence”
Ludovica Sebregondi (Art Historian and Exhibition Curator)
*Lecture presented in Italian, simultaneous translation into Japanese
Participants: 110
Saturday 11 August 2018
“Michelangelo and Ancient Art”
Masanori Aoyagi (Director, Yamanashi Prefectural Museum of Art and 
Professor Emeritus, Tokyo University) *Japanese only
Participants: 151
Saturday 8 September 2018
“Renaissance Rome: A City of Ancient Sculpture”
Takashi Iizuka (Curator, National Museum of Western Art) *Japanese only
Participants: 148
[Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque]
Tuesday 16 October 2018
“Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque”
Anna Lo Bianco (Art Historian and Exhibition Curator)
*Lecture presented in Italian, simultaneous translation into Japanese
Participants: 142
Saturday 24 November 2018
“The Romanist Tradition in Rubens and Flemish Painting”
Akira Kofuku (Art Historian and Lecturer, Keio University) *Japanese 
only
Participants: 144
Saturday 8 December 2018
“Rubens and Italian Art”
Shinsuke Watanabe (Curator, National Museum of Western Art) *Japanese 
only
Participants: 148
[Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism]
Saturday 9 March 2019
“Le Corbusier and Raoul La Roche—Purism Comrades in Arms”
Hiroya Murakami (Deputy Director and Chief Curator, National Museum 
of Western Art) *Japanese only
Participants: 91
■ Slide Talks
All 18:00–18:30, auditorium, free of charge
[Velázquez and the Celebration of Painting: The Golden Age in the 
Museo del Prado]
Friday 20 April, Friday 11 May, 2018
Ryuta Sakamoto (Graduate School, Waseda University)
Total Participants: 171
[Michelangelo and the Ideal Body]
Friday 6 July, Friday 17 August, Friday 14 September, 2018
Takashi Iizuka (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Total Participants: 280
[Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque]
Friday 2 November, Friday 16 November, Friday 14 December 2018, 
Friday 11 January 2019
Yuki Akimoto (Assistant Librarian, National Museum of Western Art)
Total Participants: 437
[Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism]
Friday 22 March 2019
Azu Kubota (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Total Participants: 77
1–3) Other Adult Programs
Symposia and study meetings organized by the National Museum of 
Western Art and other organizations.
■ Symposia
“The Golden Age of Spanish Art”
Saturday 28 April 2018, 13:45–17:45
Organizer: Asociación de Historia del Arte Espaňol y Latinoamericano
Co-organizer: National Museum of Western Art
With the support of: The Japan Art History Society
Panelists: Kazumi Nukui (Otsuma Women’s University), Yusuke Kawase 
(Curator, National Museum of Western Art), Yasujiro Otaka (Professor 
Emeritus, Waseda University), Kazuo Miyazaki (Associate Professor, 
University of Tsukuba), Ryuta Sakamoto (Graduate School, Waseda 
University), Yui Toyoda (Lecturer, Faculty of Letters, Arts and Sciences, 
Waseda University), Keiko Kusune (Lecturer, Musashino Art University), 
Noriko Matsubara (Professor, Sophia University)
Participants: 100
“Colloquium: Painters and Art Market in Holland during the 17th 
Century”
Sunday 3 March, 2019, 13:00–17:30 *Presentations in Japanese and 
English with simultaneous interpretation
Organizers: Grant-in Aid for Scientific Research (A): JP 26244009 
(Principal Investigator: Tsukasa Kodera), National Museum of Western 
Art, The Japan Art History Society
Panelists: Tsukasa Kodera (Professor, Osaka University), Yoriko 
Kobayashi-Sato (Professor, Mejiro University), Piet Bakker (Archival 
Research Fellow, the Jordaens and Van Dyck Panel Paintings Project), 
Erna Kok (Resercher, University of Amsterdam), Junko Aono (Associate 
Professor, Kyushu University), Megumi Jingaoka (Curator, National 




The Family Program is a free program aimed at children aged 6–9 and 
their accompanying adults.
The “Doyo Bijutsu” (Saturday Art Workshop) sessions consist of 
art appreciation in the Permanent Collection Galleries and creative or 
experimental activities in the Workshop Room. Members of the Education 
Department staff and volunteer staff conducted these by reservation-only 
programs.
■ Doyo Bijutsu (Saturday Art Workshop)
“Really Lively? Museum!”
Participants viewed three art works, imagining the sounds they could hear 
coming from the paintings, and in the Workshop Room, made collages out 
of felt and colored paper to express various sounds.




After examining three paintings in the galleries in terms of their layering 
of colors and shapes, participants gathered in the Workshop Room where 
they practiced the frottage technique using colored pencils and thick paper.
Saturday 1 and Saturday 15 September, Saturday 6 and Saturday 20 




Participants in family groups viewed three paintings that draw the viewer 
into a journey through their depicted worlds. Then in the Workshop Room, 
each participant created trunks where they could place their memories 
from the world they traveled through. 




■ School Gallery Talks
This by-reservation-only program involved group tours of the Permanent 
Collection Galleries, led primarily by volunteer staff members. Groups 
from Special Needs Schools also participated.
Participants:
Under age of 6: 91 (4 groups)
Elementary School (ages 7 to 12): 1,625 (38 groups)
Junior High School (ages 13 to 15): 681 (34 groups)
Over the age of 16: 314 (14 groups)
Total participants: 2,711 (90 groups)
Of those, participants from Special Needs Schools: 58 (3 groups)
■ School Slide Talks
This by-reservation-only program involved Education Department staff 
members presenting lectures explaining the works on display in the 
Permanent Collection Galleries or special exhibitions. These talks were 
aimed at large-scale audiences and held in the auditorium.
Participants:
Elementary School (aged 7 to 12): 418 (4 groups)
Junior High School (aged 13 to 15): 606 (6 groups)
Over age of 16: 740 (9 groups)
Total participants: 1,764 (19 groups)
■ Museum Visits for Extracurricular Activities
These group visits involved middle school and high school students in 
coordination with their Integrated Courses at school. The Education 
Department staff members led these groups, and provided information 
regarding a curator’s job, artworks, and the art museum itself.
Participants:
Elementary School (aged 7 to 12): 7 (1group)
Junior High School (ages 13 to 15): 77 (15 groups)
Over the age of 16: 13 (3 groups)
Total participants: 97 (19 groups)
■ School Architectural Tours
This by reservation-only program involved group tours of the Museum 
buildings, led primarily by volunteer staff members. The tours focused on 
the Main Building and Forecourt Garden, which were both designed by 
the French architect Le Corbusier.
Participants:
Elementary School (ages 7 to 12): 61 (1 group)
High School (ages 16 to 18): 12 (1 group)
Total participants: 73 (2 groups)
■ Art Card Sets
The Education Department loans Art Card Sets to schools for classroom 
use. Each set includes an instruction booklet and 65 cards with images of 
artworks from the collections of the National Museums of Art.
Borrowers:
Elementary School (ages 7 to 12): 7 (52 sets)
Junior High School (ages 13 to 15): 2 (14 sets)
Over the age of 16: 1 (10 sets)
Total borrowers: 10 (76 sets)
■ Teachers Seminars
With the aim of furthering connections between schools and the museum, 
the NMWA and elementary and junior high school teachers’ associations 
jointly planned and held study group meetings for teachers to encourage 
visual learning experiences.
Wednesday 26 December, 2018, 9:30–12:00
Art Educational Research Group of Junior High School Teachers in Tokyo
Participants: 15
■ Art Viewing and Making Programs related to the Examining 
Western Prints – Engraving: Intricate Realms Conjured by the Burin 
Exhibition
Instructors: Tatsumasa Watanabe (Professor Emeritus, Tama Art 
University), Jia Yang (Tama Art University)
University student program:
Monday 23 July, 10:00–12:30
Wednesday 25 July, 14:00–16:30
Thursday 26 July, 10:00–12:30, 14:00–16:30
Monday 30 July, 10:00–12:30, 14:00–16:30
Total participants: 52 (6 sessions)
School teacher program:
Monday 13 and Tuesday 14 August, ①10:00–12:30, ②14:00–16:30
Total participants: 39 (4 sessions)
■ Teachers’ Programs
This program has been designed for elementary, junior high school, and 
high school teachers and other educational staff members. The program 
includes a brief overview of the exhibition’s contents, discussion of a few 
works on display and free entry to the exhibition during designated hours.
All lectures at auditorium, free of charge.
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[Velázquez and the Celebration of Painting]
Friday 13 April 2018, free entry 16:00–20:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Yusuke Kawase (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 73 (46 with lecture)
[Michelangelo and the Ideal Body]
Friday 20 July 2018, free entry 16:00–21:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Takashi Iizuka (Curator, National Museum of Western Art)
Participants: 138 (115 with lecture)
[Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque]
Friday 7 December 2018, free entry 16:00–20:00, lecture 18:00–18:40
Shinsuke Watanabe (Curator, National Museum of Western Art) 
Participants: 103 (73 with lecture)
4) Program for the Disabled
Given the difficulties that disabled visitors experience in the museum due 
to crowded galleries and other factors, this program invited participants to 
view the special exhibitions when the museum was closed. A 15-minute 
introductory lecture on the exhibition was held in the auditorium for those 
who wished to attend.
[Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque]
Saturday 17 November 2018, 18:00–20:00
With support from: Mitsubishi Corporation (with 29 Mitsubishi volunteers)
Participants: 181 (119 with lecture)
5) Volunteer Activities
The NMWA volunteer staff was divided into three groups, which then 
executed various museum programs, and also implemented their own 
programs. The volunteer staff also participated in training sessions to gain 
the essential skills and knowledge needed to work at the NMWA.
■ Activities
Group A: School Gallery Talks and Family Programs
Group B: Art Talks
Group C: Architectural Tours
All groups: Christmas at the Museum and Volunteer+Art (programs 
designed by the volunteers themselves).
■ Training and Meetings
[Follow-Up Seminars for Volunteers]
Sunday 22 and Sunday 29 July, 2018
“About Architectural Tours for Students”
Yoko Terashima (Educators, National Museum of Western Art)
Sunday 5 and Sunday 12 August, 2018
“Practice Rounds of Architectural Tours for Students”
Yoko Terashima, Yuko Matsuo (Educators, National Museum of Western 
Art)
Saturday 13 and Wednesday 17 October, 2018
“Volunteers Acted as Participants in Practice Rounds of Architectural 
Tours for Students”
Yoko Terashima (Educator, National Museum of Western Art)
Wednesday 20 and Wednesday 27 February, 2019
“Visit to the Former Director’s Office”
Yoko Terashima (Educator, National Museum of Western Art), Kyo 
Fukuda (Specialist [Architecture], National Museum of Western Art)
Wednesday 27 February, 2019
“Gallery Tour of the Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism Exhibition”
Hiroya Murakami (Deputy Director and Chief Curator, National Museum 
of Western Art)
Thursday 21 March, 2019
“Lecture on the Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism Exhibition”
Hiroya Murakami (Deputy Director and Chief Curator, National Museum 
of Western Art)
6) Internships
As part of its mission to develop human resources in areas related to 
Western art and also as a way to further garner and broaden understanding 
of the museum’s activities, the museum invites the participation of interns 
at the graduate student level and higher. Under the direction of a staff 
member, these interns help with surveys of museum artworks and assist 
with the planning of exhibition-related and educational programs, with 
each intern taking part in hands-on work in their own specific area of 
specialization.
[Education]
Interns: Hiroko Ishigaki, Saya Tsuchida, Yuka Hashimoto, 
Shoko Ohki
Term: 1 May–31 October
Supervisors: Yoko Terashima, Yuri Fujita (Specially Appointed 
Assistant Professor, Joshibi University of Art and 
Design Art museum)
Training Program: Assisted with education programs, and conducted 
research on worksheet improvements and produced 




Term: 28 May–30 September, 2018
Supervisor: Yusuke Kawase
Training Program: Assisted with research on works in the NMWA 




Term: 10 May–31 July 2018, 1 November 2018–31 
January, 2019
Supervisor: Asuka Nakada
Training Program: Assisted with research on works in the NMWA 




Interns: Haruno Nakanishi, Mako Suwazono
Term: 17 May–31 July, 2018
Supervisor: Masako Kawaguchi
Training Program: Assisted with assembling resource materials of the 
museum and library service.
7) Cooperation with Other Institutions
■ Cooperation with the Graduate School of Humanities and 
Sociology, University of Tokyo
Term: 1 April 2018–31 March 2019
This program sought to deepen the understanding of Cultural Materials 
Research specialists in the University of Tokyo program and carry out 
mutual exchange on research and education.
■ Cooperation with the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum
Term: 1 April 2018–31 March 2019
Support provided for the Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum’s “Museum 
Start AIUENO” program. When related programs were held at the NMWA, 
we provided free NMWA Permanent Collection Galleries admission 
tickets to “Museum Start AIUENO” staff members and participants. 
The NMWA information desk handed relevant badges to the children 
holding the program handbook. The NMWA also provided staff from the 
Education Department for the following related programs at the NMWA.
 “Ueno! Discover Wonders: Architecture Club, Legendary Architect”
Saturday 18 August 2018, 10：00–14：00
Participants: 31
 “Art Viewing Picnic with Art” 
Saturday 19 January 2019, 17：00–19：00
Participants: 12
■ Cooperation with the National Science Museum
Term: 24–27 July, 2018
Provided support for the National Science Museum’s “Museum Day 
for Educators” program. After helping staff informational booths at the 
National Science Museum aimed at school teachers, provided program 
participants with free admission to the NMWA Permanent Collection 
Galleries during the program period. 
Participants who visited NMWA Permanent Collection Galleries: 53
■ Cooperation with the Taito City Board of Education 
Term: 1 April 2018–31 March 2019
In cooperation with the Taito City Board of Education’s “Campus 
Planning for Study” program, the NMWA Education Department provided 
information on NMWA programs aimed at schools.
8) Publications
■ Exhibition Catalogues (see “Exhibitions”)
■ Exhibition Brochures
“Michelangelo and the Ideal Body”
“Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque”
“Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism”
■ Junior Passports
Exhibition guide for primary school and junior high school students:
“Michelangelo and the Ideal Body”
“Rubens and the Birth of the Baroque”
“Le Corbusier and the Age of Purism”
■ Zephyros
NMWA Newsletter, Nos. 75–78
(Yoko Terashima, Atsuko Sakai, Yuko Matsuo)
Staff List
[Education]
Yoko Terashima, Atsuko Sakai, Shigehiro Maezono and Yuko Matsuo
[Volunteer Staff (in alphabetical order)]
Tomoko Arai, Naoyo Asano, Nobuo Bunya, Yumiko Fuchino, Keiko 
Fukura, Hisae Fukuzumi, Akemi Hamada, Isao Hara, Noriko Hashimoto, 
Tamaki Hatanaka, Fumio Hayashi, Ai Ikai, Nobuhiro Ikehata, Tamami 
Inamori, Chizuka Kamata, Mari Kameyama, Maki Kaneko, Reiko 
Kataoka, Hiroyasu Kawasaki, Jun Kitano, Yumi Kobayashi, Emi Komori, 
Mitsue Kubota, Naoya Maeda, Sachiko Maki, Koichi Mano, Yoshiko 
Matsuura, Yuko Mukoyama, Terumi Nagai, Hiromi Nakamura, Yoshimitsu 
Nakamura, Keiko Nakano, Sae Nakao, Yuko Nakayama, Keiko Natsume, 
Michiko Nishida, Keita Nishioka, Machiko Noguchi, Kazuko Nomura, 
Shigeru Ogawa, Takashi Ohori, Masau Okada, Shihoko Okada, Aiko 
Otani, Maki Ozao, Takeshi Sakai, Tamaki Sakakibara, Koichi Sawano, 
Sayuri Shimazaki, Etsuko Shimizu, Ichiko Suzumura, Keiko Tagami, 
Akiko Takahashi, Ryoko Takano, Sotoji Takata, Takenori Taniguchi, 
Shigeko Tsunokawa, Minako Uno, Shoko Wada, Yuko Yamaga, Mitsue 









cat. no. 11, repr. color.
G.1987–0213 ジャック・カロ《『修道院の光』：篭の鳥を狙う猫》 cat. no. 12, repr. color.
G.1987–0144 ～
G.1987–0151
ジャック・カロ『乞食』（25点連作）より8点 cat. no. 13, repr. color.
G.1984–0062 フランシスコ・ホセ・デ・ゴヤ・イ・ルシエンテス 
《『ロス・カプリーチョス』：告げ口屋さん》
cat. no. 14, repr. color.
G.1984–0074 フランシスコ・ホセ・デ・ゴヤ・イ・ルシエンテス 
《『ロス・カプリーチョス』：練習》
cat. no. 15, repr. color.
G.1984–0079 フランシスコ・ホセ・デ・ゴヤ・イ・ルシエンテス 
《『ロス・カプリーチョス』：ママ、どこへ行くの》
cat. no. 16, repr. color.
G.1984–0080 フランシスコ・ホセ・デ・ゴヤ・イ・ルシエンテス 
《『ロス・カプリーチョス』：ほら、あっちへ飛んで行くよ》





DEP.1960–0030 クロード・モネ《柳》 cat. no. 72, repr. color.







cat. no. 39, repr. color.
ル・コルビュジエ／チャンディガール展 
―創造とコンテクスト― 
Le Corbusier / Chandigarh—Creation and Context— 
2018年6月25日–9月10日　建築倉庫ミュージアム
DEP.2012–0011 ル・コルビュジエ《牡牛 XVIII》 図録なし
DEP.2018–0016 ル・コルビュジエ《二つの間に》
没後50年 藤田嗣治展 
Foujita: A Retrospective—Commemorating the 50th 
Anniversary of his Death 
2018年7月31日–10月8日　東京都美術館




P.1959–0148 クロード・モネ《舟遊び》 cat. no. 72, repr. color; 
cover.
オルセー美術館特別企画：ピエール・ボナール展 
Pierre Bonnard, The Never-Ending Summer 
2018年9月26日–12月17日　国立新美術館
P.1996–0002 ピエール・ボナール《花》 cat. no. 95, repr. color.
Gauguin & Laval in Martinique 
2018年10月5日–2019年1月13日　Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam
D.1984–0001 ポール・ゴーガン《マルティニック島の情景》 cat. no. 70, repr. color.
D.1984–0002 ポール・ゴーガン《マルティニック島の牧草地》 cat. no. 71, repr. color.
駒井哲郎―煌めく紙上の宇宙 
Tetsuro Komaï: A Pioneer of Modern Japanese 
Copperplate Prints 
2018年10月13日–12月16日　横浜美術館
G.2004–0024 オディロン・ルドン《キリスト》 cat. no. 57, repr. color.
G.2009–0027 ロドルフ・ブレダン《枝》 cat. no. 121, repr. color.
クアトロ・ラガッツィ 桃山の夢とまぼろし 
―杉本博司と天正少年使節が見たヨーロッパ 
Quattro Ragazzi: Hopes and Illusions of the Momoyama 
Renaissance—Europe through the Eyes of Hiroshi 
Sugimoto and the Tensho Embassy 
2018年11月23日–2019年1月27日　長崎県美術館
G.1987–0201 ジャック・カロ《日本二十三聖人の殉教》 cat. no. 81, repr. color.
G.1971–0004 スヘルテ・ア・ボルスヴェルト《日本でのイエズス 
会士の殉教》
cat. no. 82, repr. color.
終わりのむこうへ：廃墟の美術史 





cat. no. 7, repr. color.
G.1997–0005 ジョヴァンニ・バッティスタ・ピラネージ《『ローマの 
景観』：ティヴォリの通称マエケナス荘の内部》
cat. no. 8, repr. color.
G.1997–0006 ジョヴァンニ・バッティスタ・ピラネージ《『ローマの 
景観』：通称ミネルヴァ・メディカ神殿》
cat. no. 9, repr. color.
G.1997–0011 ジョヴァンニ・バッティスタ・ピラネージ《『ローマの 
景観』：コロセウムの内部》
cat. no. 10, repr. color.
G.1997–0012 ジョヴァンニ・バッティスタ・ピラネージ《『ローマの 
景観』：通称セッテ・バッシ荘、入口の遺構》
cat. no. 11, repr. color.
Berthe Morisot, Woman Impressionist 
2019年2月24日–5月26日　Dallas Museum of Art 
2019年6月18日–9月22日　Musée dʼOrsay, Paris
P. 2017–0002 ベルト・モリゾ《黒いドレスの女性（観劇の前）》 cat. no. 25, repr. color
（英語版）;  



















































































The Compilation of the Matsukata Collection Catalogue Raisonné
63
The NMWA was established as the institution to house and manage 375 
works from Kōjirō Matsukata’s art collection which the French government 
transferred to the Japanese government after World War II. These works 
were, however, only a tiny fraction of the massive Matsukata Collection 
which at one time numbered over 10,000 works. Most of the collection 
was scattered through either auction or destruction, and given the lack of 
an inventory that includes all of the collection, it was long impossible to 
get a grasp of the entire collection. Amidst such circumstances, the 1990 
Matsukata Collection Western Art Catalogue (bilingual Japanese-English) 
published by the Kobe City Museum and the Committee for the Matsukata 
Collection Exhibition was an attempt to include all of the Western artworks 
in the collection, omitting the approximately 8,000 ukiyo-e works today in 
the Tokyo National Museum.
In April 2014, almost a quarter century after that publication, Hiroshi 
Okamoto and his wife Kazuko indicated their intention to provide support 
for the production of a new Matsukata Collection catalogue raisonné. 
The impetus for this generosity can be found in the Monet, An Eye for 
Landscapes: Innovation in 19th Century French Landscape Paintings 
exhibition (Dec. 7, 2013 – Mar. 9, 2014). Work then began on the 
compilation of the catalogue, with the decision to publish in a physical 
book format in accord with the Okamotos’ preferences.
Prior to this catalogue production process, the NMWA had been 
conducting research on the Matsukata Collection in various ways. 
The recent surveys conducted under external funding were thanks to 
the KAKEN Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C): Collection of 
Matsukata Collection Materials Overseas and Making Them Available 
to Scholars (from fiscal 2012, stopped in process, chief researcher: Mina 
Oya). After work on the catalogue began, we were awarded another 
KAKEN grant, KAKEN Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B): 
Scholarly Surveys of Matsukata Materials Overseas and Art Provenance 
Research (fiscal 2016-2019, chief researcher: Akiko Mabuchi), and this 
allowed us to conduct provenance surveys in museums, art dealers, 
individual collections, libraries and archives both in Japan and overseas. 
We used the artwork management system Artize MA developed by 
Nissha Printing Communications, Inc., combined with an automatic 
typesetting system. These systems made the text composition process 
efficient and thereby shortened the book production timeframe. Breaking 
from the existing tradition of limiting sales of NMWA exhibition 
catalogues to the NMWA Museum Shop and co-organizer websites, we 
worked with Heibonsha to create a retail version for sales in regular book 
distribution channels.
At first the goal was to publish the catalogue in 2016, the 100th 
anniversary of Matsukata’s first art collecting activities in 1916. The 
discovery of many new facts meant that the relevant surveys were much 
more time consuming than expected, resulting in the shift of the publication 
of the first volume to 2018. The discovery of the pre-Pantechnicon fire 
list of works left in England, a major lacuna in research on the subject, 
provided a huge trove of information. Similarly, we discovered glass 
plate photographs of the works left in France in the photo archives of the 
Médiathèque de l’architecture et du patrimoine. During the compilation of 
the catalogue the NMWA received a donation of two works, the portrait 
of Matsukata by his close friend Frank Brangwyn and Claude Monet’s 
Water Lilies, Reflections of Weeping Willows. We were greatly overjoyed 
to list the NMWA as the collection name for both of these works in the 
catalogue. The Monet work’s whereabouts had long been unknown, but 
it was discovered in the Louvre in a heavily damaged state. And so, some 
70 years after the end of World War II, it was returned to the Matsukata 
family.
After the publication of this catalogue, we have offered a copy to 
museums, universities, libraries and research institutes both in Japan 
and overseas as part of the NMWA’s materials exchange program. We 
have been particularly heartened by the praise for this new publication, 
modeled after Western catalogues raisonnés, from overseas art historians.
 (Masako Kawaguchi)
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パネリスト「国際シンポジウム〈bauhaus imaginista: Corresponding 
With 文化圏を超えた交流―20世紀のインド・日本・ドイツにおけ
る美術・デザイン教育をめぐって（Transcultural exchanges — 20th 

























発表： “Current Status and Future Prospects of The Art Library Consortium 
(ALC) of Japan,” 8th International Conference of Art Libraries, 














































“Introducción a la exposición ‘Velázquez y la exaltación de la 



















































































ディ・ホープ1930個展「Where did it come from!」レビュー）『美術
手帖』ウェブ版、2018年4月
「作家解説」ルドヴィーカ・セブレゴ、飯塚隆編『ミケランジェロと理































Gallery テーマで見る世界の名画 神話と物語 創造の玉手箱』集英
社、2018年
















髙嶋美穂 ／ Miho TAKASHIMA
［論文など］
Yuki Kumazawa, Yuki Taga, Miho Takashima, and Shunji Hattori, 
“A novel LC–MS method using collagen marker peptides for species 
identification of glue applicable to samples with multiple animal 











































































“Pierre Bonnard et le théâtre”、日仏美術学会主催 Séminaire : La 







































“Celebrating Reproductions in Plaster, Metal and Digitally: Past, 

























































































































































International Advisory Committee of Keepers of Public Collections of 
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